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ABSTRACT

CONVERSION OF THE DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL FORM

CPT Richard A. Stanley, June 1974, Pp. ix+190

Given that the Defense Communications System (DCS)

plans to convert from analog to digital transmission, the

paper examines that decision in an attempt to determine

major problem areas and,topics worthy of further study. The

DCS history, organization, and structure are examined, and

modulation theory and techniques are reviewed. Current

development in advanced communications technology is exam-

ined, and the implications of these developments on the DCS

conversion are examined and evaluated. Anticipated major

problem areas are deduced, and areas that require further

investigation are enumerated.
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CHAPTER I

I,

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

The Defense Communications Agency (DCA) has

announced its intent to convert the Defense Communications

System (DCS) from its present analog form to an all-digital

system. The reasons for this decision are threefold:
2

1. Increased requirement for data traffic capacity

in the DCS.

2. The requirement for expanded secure voice

service.

3. The requirement for improved signal quality over

longer built-up connections than previously used.

The magnitude becomes more apparent when some sta-

tistics are considered. The rate of increase of data traf-

fic in the DCS in the past decade has been in the vicinity

of 10 per cent per annum. 3 A recent study prepared for the

United States Air Force (USAF) shows that greater than

75 per cent of current USAF communications programs require

data transmission over long distances in various 
forms. 4

Congressional investigation of he DCS concluded that the1L
!C



lack of adequate secure voice capability is the system's

5most perious fault. DCA has redefined its reference cir-

cuit, the standard against which performance is measured, as

being 12,00 miles, whereas previously it had been half

that.
6

These phenomena have affected civil networks as well

as the DCS. Data traffic growth has been literally explo-

sive in virtually every civilized country of the world.7 In

the United States, the Bell System has used digitized-voice

carrier equipment in its exchange plant for more than

810 years. Because of the excellent results its use is

growing at a rate of more than 16,000 channel-kilometres per

day, while use of analog multiplex systems declines.9

NEED FOR AND PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

In spite of the above, the conversion of an entire

communications system of the magnitude of the DCS from

analog to digital form in its entirety is without precedent.

It is a task of enormous complexity and requires the coordi-

nated application of technical, economic, and social skills,

many of which have never been previously tested in practice.

Many studies have been performed on this conversion.

Owing to the sheer magnitude of the problem, none is com-

prehensive and this paper will be no exception. However,
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t i i)riwfary emphasis of previous studies has been either

cc' .c.:i' or ,'olomi c, orlenrnted prirnuir.ly townrd the

actual conversion of the system, with little attention to

the implications of piecemeal system conversion. Similarly,

these studies have been directed at experts in the field by

experts in the field and have been of little use to the

manager who must implement the system conversion.

Therefore, the purposes of this study are as

follows:

1. To review the theory of modulation, digital and

analog, and examine the comparative effect of transmission

impairments upon the signal.

2. To present the major areas of research in the

field of data communications, to include the present status

and findings of that research.

3. To evaluate the DCS by means of a model, using

the knowledge described above and the functional limitations

of the system in the next decade, in an attempt to determine

major problems that may be expected to arise during conver-

sion of the DCS to digital form.

4. To determine, if possible, whether there are

other directions in research that might be beneficial to

this conversion project.

-Ass"
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LIMITAT IONS

T!is subject is of such magnitude that no single

study can hope to cover it in its entirety. In addition to

the limitations implicit in the statement of purposes, the

o study is further delimited as follows:

1. Only the DCS backbone is considered, and that

for the period 1975-1985.

2. The paper is system-oriented and primarily

qualitative.

3. In the interest of widest dissemination of the

paper, potentially classified topics, such as survivability

and electronic countermeasures vulnerability, are not

discussed.

4. The reader is assumed conversant with basic

communications theory and economic analysis.

ORGANIZATION

To accomplish the stated purposes, Chapter II

reviews the organization and functions of the DCS, comments

on the shortcomings of the system, and concludes with the

present?.tion of a topographical model of the DCS which is

used to evaluate the impact on the system of the digital

convers;!on. Although simplistic, the model considers the

time- ;' frequency-dependence of the channel transfer
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functions and allows for treatment of alternate routing,

tandem connections, and other standard configurations of the

DCS.

Aodulation theory and the relative effect of trans-

mission impairments on signals are covered in Chapter III.

Chapter IV reviews advanced communications technology and

its application to practical systems.

Chapter V analyzes the effects of digitization on

the DCS and suggests approaches to this problem. A short

summary and recommendations for future research are

presented in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER II

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

BACKGROUND

The Defense Communications System (DCS) is the

worldwide Department of Defense (DOD) telecommunications

net\iork and is managed under the single-manager concept by

the Defense Communications Agency (DCA), an arrangement that

has existed since 1960. The DCA is responsible for the

operational cii-ectioi of the DCS but does not operate it.

This task is performek by the three armed services as oper-

ating and muirtenance agencies. The services are responsi-

ble for the funding, installation, and manning of those DCS

facilicies Liley operate for the DCA, an arrangement that is

th~e~ ~c~-~,) c -nsiderable friction between the two levels of

command and one that also demands active participation and

coop, retion between these parties.
1

DCS ORGANIZATION

*The D2 ," is primarily a common-user network, built

largely from .-he separate service networks which preceded it

and wh1,.1i still provide its backbone. Several dedicated

6
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;.ystems transit the DCS (e.g., Worldwide Military Command

and Control System), but it remains basically orientated j
toward the provision of common-user service through one or

more of iLS three major subsystems: AUTODIN, AUTOVON, and

AUTOSEVOOMi.

The Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) handles

95 per cent of DOD record traffic at speeds ranging from

50 to 4300 baud. It utilizes 19 store-and-forward automatic

digital message switches to provide rapid routing of mes-

sages worldwide, by precedence, and without manual relay or

intervention. The present message volume in AUTODIN is in

excess of one million messages daily, and it provides total

encryption of the message (to include the address and

header) and traffic-flow security.
2

The Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) is a non-

secur2 ,,crldwide telephone network which can be thought of

as )OD's direct distance dialing system. By means of

84 so.wit. ,ig centers worldwide, it provides direct intercon-

nection of suuccribers by circuit switching. AUTOVON incor-

poiaces a precedence system to permit the preemption of a

low pr.-edence call by one of higher precedence, and the

selecti If oi precedences is under user control. A shortage

of fjnds ha-- made AUTOVON access-line limited. 3 Coupled

wit± th.2 ability of the user to select a call precedence
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which will preempt all calls of a lower precedence, this

limitation has resulted in a call completion rate of only

4
45 per cent on a global basis, as compared to approximately

5
75 per -e'it in commercial networks. This shortcoming

results primarily from the fact that AUTOVON, although

designed as a command and control system, has become widely

used as an administrative network serving a large user

populat..on.6

The third major subsystem of the DCS is the Auto-

matic Secure Voice System (AUTOSEVOCOM), which provides

secure voice service to selected subscribers worldwide.

This is a system in name only. It actually consists of

several separately conceived and implemented secure voice

systems which are connected together through appropriate

interfaces to provide a network. This results in a secure

vic ....stem that is less than optimum on a system basis,

al,.hough there are subsystems that work quite satisfacto-

0 rily. Owing to security limitations, discussion of secure

voice networks is quite limited. It is sufficient to real-

ize that such a system exists, that it is--at the moment, at

8least--rather a miscellany of black boxes, and that it

serv-:;-, rnly qoZected subscribers.
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THE DCS TODAY

Today's DCS is primarily a voice-orientated, analog

transmibsion, circuit-switched network. In 1970 the DCS

devoted appioximately 84 per cent of its circuity to voice

traffic, with the remaining 16 per cent devoted to data

transmission of various sorts, including AUTOSEVOCOM.9

These percentages are constantly changing, of course, as the

various means of communication grow. The present growth

rate fo.7 voice communications is in the range of 2 to 8 per
10

cent per annum. Unhappily, the growth rate of data traf-

fic is subject to much more disagreement, with estimates

ranging from a continued growth of 10 to 11 per cent per
11 12

annum to escimates of 25 to 30 per cent. Such a range

of possibilities obviously offers the system designer many

prucbems in attempting to design improvements and traffic-

h ,r~i',r capabilities for the system.

The primary means of transmission over the DCS

0 backbone are cable, line-of-sight (LOS) microwave, tropo-

spheric scatter radio, satellite, and HF radio, each medium

utilized to a different extent in varying sections of the

DCS. 1 3  Thirty-eight per cent of these transmission paths

are covernment-owned and operated. The remaining 62 per

cent are leased from domestic and foreign commercial

c rir 
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The DCS is not completely analogous to civilian

networks such as the Bell System for a number of reasons.

One of these is the traffic mix in DCS, which is more data-

heavy than that of its civilian counterparts. Another

variance is the typical channel. Comprising the DCS are

60,000 circuits that traverse more than 45 million channel

miles. i5 These data reveal a mean circuit length of

750+ miles, considerably longer than the mean of 10 to 20

miles folmd in typical commercial networks.
16

Switching in the DCS falls into two categories:

circuit switching, used everywhere except in AUTODIN (it is

available in the Continental United States AUTODIN to inter-

connect high-volume subscribers, but is regarded as a secon-

dary means), and message switching, used in AUTODIN. There

are 84 AUTOVON, 135 AUTOSEVOCOM, and 19 AUTODIN switches in

the DCS. All are computer-controlled, 4-wire machines,

with the circuit switches using space-diversity switching.

Regadle,;s of network, all present an analog signal inter-

face to the DCS.

THE DCS, 1980-1985

W ,' f;:i~ie development of the DCS is not an area in

whic'! ;i -c i.-enus exists. The future scope and direction

of rr;i cc , munications is very much affected by
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political events, the impact of which can be only subjec-

tively evaluated, with questionable precision. Furthermore,

the prediction of future trends in any area rests in large

part on the projection of past experience. Such projections

implicitly assume gradual and predictable change, an assump-

tion that is not necessarily valid in a directed network.

An overview of the DCS of the next decade is devel-

oped within the next several pages. The projections are

based upon assumptions that appear reasonable and feasible

as this is written and should be examined in that context as

actual events modify the basis upon which the assumptions

were made.

TRANSMISSiON MEDIA

It is not anticipated that there will be any quantum

technological advances in the area of signal transmission in

the next decade. Rather, advances are expected to result
18

from refinement and evolution of technology already known.

The DCA has announced its intention to place

increased fmphasis upon intercontinental cable within the
•I

next decade, with increased use of satellite trunking for

flexibility in rerouting capability and circuit engineering.

Although the use of satellite circuits will increase mark-

edly, it will still remain a relatively small percentage of j
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the total DCS channels.
1 9

ilF radio, already in only limited use in the DCS

backbone, wiii virtually disappear by 1985 as circuits

continue co be transferred to other media. This trend will

probably not extend into the tactical area, which may create

some interfacing problems for the DCS, but these should be

minor.

The primary new means of transmission in the 1980's

is expected to be millimetre-wave transmission, both in

wave-guide and through the atmosphere. The use of milli-

metre-waves wi.Li initially occur in high-density trunking

areas and over relatively short distances. However, the

extremely large bandwidths obtainable with this means will

enable it to achieve economies by displacement of other

systems on a greater than one-for-one basis.
2 0

Opticai transmission, although approaching practi-

cality sooner than originally predicted, still faces many

technical problems before it becomes practical for large-

scale ri-licazy use. It may be used experimentally in the

DCS by 19P5, Lut it is not a likely contender for large use
4t

21
much prior LU 1990.

I i. 5, as today, the backbone of the DCS will

continue to be line-of-sight microwave radio and tropo-

spheric scatter radio, with rather less of the latter than

I.
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is in use today, owing to redeployment of forces from areas

served by tropo systems and because of the technical charac-

teristics of tropo. The reasons for this are twofold: the

large capital investment in this equipment at present,

coupled with its long economic lifetime; and its suitability

to all sorts of signal transmission with high accuracy and

reliability.

DCA OPERAi I08 S

The progenitor of DCA and the DCS was economics.

Both were cre t--. as much to eliminate duplication of facil-

ities and operations as to provide a single line of command

for military comuwfnications. The situation in 1960 was

brought Lo a head by Congressional interest in the cost of

military communications. Much the same situation obtains

today.

A Congressional investigation of the Department of

Defense communications was recently completed. The study

was pr,,! tei by a series of communications mishaps

(USS r1 , , ISS -Zberty, EC-121 Incident), but its scope

extende.: weLl beyond the circumstances of those incidents.

Anon, (he more important findings and conclusions of the
22

ines i-a-ion were:

0 DOD communications are poorly managed, as
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evidenced by an inability to properly account for operating

costs, division of management functions within the DCS, and

excessive wessage handling times.

The unresponsiveness of the DCS was a signifi-

cant factor in the capture of the USS Pueblo, the attack on

the USS Liberty, and the shooting down of an EC-121 over

Korea.

3. "The lack of effective secure voice communica-

tions systems was identified as the most serious deficiency

in Department of Defense communications."

The recownendations of the committee included reor-

ganization of the DCA, improved quality of personnel

assigned to DCA, and improvement in cost accounting and

system ianagement functions. Owing, in large part, to this

Congres_.ic_iaa. inLerest, it can be expected that the hegemony

of the LDCA 0oie Lhe military departments will increase

within trne Izext decade. It- is also reasonable to expect an

increased interest in communications economy, both as a

result -if Con.gressional interest and the increasing competi-

tion for ft-ndf in government.

DATA TRAi'I C

Tiie volume of data communications in the DCS will

increase over the next 10 years, as it will in nearly all
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other conunon-user communications systems on earth.23 Pri-

24mary causes of this anticipated growth in the DCS are:

i. i-creased volume of record communications.

z. Increased use of computers within the military

services, w. .tn their concomitant requirements for intercom-

municat-ons wiLh remote terminal devices and other computers

wizthou-c auian intervention. This will probably be the

dom,..-an. gro-O;th category.

i. ,_ncreased emphasis on secure voice services.

The rates of growth in these categories will likely not be

equal, aad this may result in a wildly varying rate of

digital traffic increase as one and then another of these

factors dominacs tae scene in any given period.

It is important to define data traffic quite pre-

cisely, at L;,i. point, to preclude future confusion. Data

tra;.fc. iLicLucies ail record communications (except facsim-

ile), the requLrements for communications directly between

digita1 chies, and digitized secure speech. Not includedV!
in this ,em.i are digital signals that may result from digi-

tizatilt of sp;_ecii, as in a pulse code modulation (PCM)

syst e . Ti.oe ieason for this particular distinction is to

fi:>, f.a ; .i " y of statistics. Those items included

ureter ' data traffic nave been recorded for some

yeaL.;, -LI. i r-_istory of their growth is therefore known.

., .
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The same is true for voice traffic. Ii this distinction is

not maintained, any comparison of traffic by categories in

the pass. ad in the future is invalid, as the requirements

are ariven .y ent-eiy different demands. Thus, when one

examines :-a DCS traffic mix and imputes a certain value to

data and voice traffic, it must not be implied that all of

the voic%! raffic is carried by analog means; some may be

digiLiz, d. 6imiIarly, some of the data may be carried on

analog t.raayus, as all of it is now.

The rate of growth of data traffic in the DCS is not

well agreed upon. As important as determining a reasonably

likely value for growth is the means of measuring the quan-

tity of data traffic. Because the DCS is a speech-oriented

system, its standard "building block" is the 4-kHz chan-

nel.25  1hus, the only significant measure of data traffic

or r atr-eqL ,remi:nts in the DCS is in terms of 4-kHz channel

equivalunCs. This is not as much of a simplification as it

may appear, because there is considerable disagreement as to

the equ:vaLen;:v of a designated bandwidth and a rate of data

tran-fer, bu Lt -is a beginning.

Proj ,;tions of the growth of anything must be exam-

ined in iJ.' i lOf the capacity of the system to absorb

the icic.eaae. The DCS is no exception. Although the deter-

m i i a or a "nmost likely" rate of increase of data traffic
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in the DCS is beyond the limits of this paper, it is prudent

to examine the extremes that have been proposed, to deter-

mine the capacity of the system to accept them.

Annual growth rates for data traffic of 25 to 30 per

cent have been proposed for the DCS over the next decade;

however, such rates tend to be self-limiting for several

reasons. For example, a growth rate of 30 per cent annually

would result in a doubling of the DCS data traffic in

2.3 years, which equates to the purchase of an additional

increment to the DCS of approximately 20 per cent of the

size of the present system within the same 2.3 years to keep

pace with the increasing data traffic. On an annual basis,

such an increase would cost approximately $200 million in

operations and maintenance funds alone. Costs of that

magnitud.e over such a short period are unlikely to receive

Con qre -i)nal approval, and thus alternative means of trans-

mitting much of these data will have to be found.

On the other hand, it is difficult to argue for a

rate of data increase much below 10 or 11 per cent, as just

such an aninual rate has been experienced since 1965. For

these r.asons an annual rate of growth of 11 per cent for

DCS daCa taflic is used in this paper. It is to be under-

stood that: thts figure refers to 4-kHz channel equivalents,

not to nurhers of data circuits or other often-used

- -, -----
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denominators.

ANALOG SYSTEMS

Somewhat less obvious than the predictions above is

the fac-' rhe DCS of 1985 will utilize most of today's

DCS equi--. [r orsentially as it presently exists. The

reason ic:- seeming paradox is economic. Although the

ex-. ',,,!u of the installed DCS plant is not known, it is

estimattc, i to be between two and four billion dollars and

increasing every year as new systems and links become opera-

tional Further complicating the picture is the extremely

long life of fixed-plant telecommunications equipment.

Although the government does not amortize this equipment

cost as c w.i-- industry does, it cannot afford to throw

away hundieds of millions of equipment dollars without

conside._'able iiiitary justification. The trade-off analysis

5l~d: pe. ,!Ltiit-, I obsolescence of a fighter aircraft to

result in the development of a more technically advanced

craft , . .,.tend itself well into the field of military

commun A on.-. TI is harder to demonstrate either the

relati~~. a(-.tage in combat of improved communications or

t-ne suhiec-iLvL value of the improvement. By way of compari-

son, ... *.'iue of the DCS plant exceeds the value of the

entire Iet-t o. C5A aircraft2 7 and will probably last much
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longer. The Bell System still incorporates many equipments

and links engineered in the 1930's for very similar economic

reasons.

DIGITAL SYi' ! 1S

The 'XCS of the 1980's will contain some all-digital

systems for two basic reasons. First, the Defense Satellite

Cor _, ,i,_irns System (DSCS), Phase II, which is scheduled

to go i:, 2;,-atiJon very soon, provides full capability for

digital Lonm.uications on both up- and down-link. Second,

many of the x1~lng DCS analog links are at or beyond their

data-handlinF capacity. They must be replaced, and it would

be economically and technically logical to make the replace-

ment diP t,:a, particularly within a relatively small geo-

graphiL.l, arua. This is not to imply that digital tech-

niques ,woulu' necessarily be introduced for voice traffic;

more ii-,ely, jaua traffic would be segregated onto a newly

installed digital system which would operate in parallel

with p,.--exi6ing analog equipments for voice traffic.
2 8

Di.oital transmission is likely in the DCS by 1985 on

* a link-Ly->,k basis for a specific purpose. The demand for

extremely ion,, high-quality links and expansion of secure

vo,_ .. ,,ice Within small areas will most probably be

respos .l)1 4! f7r cne installation of such digital links.
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TRAFFIC MIX

An annual rate of data traffic growth has previously

been est-:iblished at I per cent for use herein. Voice

traffic ciurlig tiils period will not remain static either and

may also be expected to increase, albeit somewhat more

slowly than data. This is so because some of the new data

requiret,ients replace a previously engineered analog path for

similar service and because the number of persons in the

military, and their dispersion, is not increasing at the

same rate as the use of computers and record communications.

A reasonable projection for voice traffic growth

over the next decade appears to be in the vicinity of 2 per
'9

cent per arnun. 9 Figure 1 indicates the traffic mix antic-

ipated in the DCS over the next several years as a result of

this rate, and the growth rate for the DCS overall. These

reliatiorships are not linear, and the DCS growth curve,

especially, approaches an exponential rate of increase.

This obviously cannot increase indefinitely without bounds,

and the location of those bounds will require that some very

difficult and far-reaching decisions be made in the near

future.

i stateG earlier, it cannot be assumed that the

traffic mix shown in Figure 1 relates to transmission means.

Voice tf..c may be handled by digital means, and vice
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versa, according primarily to the economics of the situa-

tion. The traffic mix indicates traffic by requirement, not

by transmission media.

These projections must be used with great care, for

they are constructed from data which contain certain

implicit assumptions; namely, data traffic will continue

with the same efficiency that obtains today and an unlimited

potential exists for data traffic growth. These assumptions

are vali only under a very limited set of conditions.

Unless one foresees the total elimination of interpersonal

communications in favor of machines, there is obviously an

upper bound on the growth of data traffic. This boundary

will also depend upon the propensity of men to introduce

further automated systems into use and the limits of the

economy co produce and support such systems. Thus, data

traffic cannoL be thought of as ever-increasing in the long

term. lor the short term, however, if it is assumed that

the network is not approaching data saturation, "unlimited"

growth is an acceptable assumption.

A less acceptable assumption is that pertaining to

the efficiency of data transmission. As handled today over

analug (iLaC.L6, jata transmission utilizes only a very

small portion of the available capacity of the channel--in

some cases less than 5 per cent and usually less than 15 per
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cent. There is a very large potential for improvement

here, and an increase in the efficiency of data transmission

effectively lowers the rate of growth of data transmission

requii - . For example, if the channel efficiency were

raised by a factor of two, the effective growth rate for

data channel equivalents would be halved. Owing largely to

economic-, there is every reason to believe that more effi-

cient transmission of data will be actively pursued in the

next sev--.ai years. However, the rate of growth assumed for

data traffic is the lowest of those proposed by responsible

analysts. Thus, although it is likely that the overall

growth of DCS data traffic will exceed 11 per cent per annum

in the next decade, this writer believes it will not signif-

icantly surpass this level after adjustment for increased

transmission efficiency. Under these conditions, the traf-

fic projection shown in Figure 1 is considered acceptable

for planning and modeling purposes.

AUTODIN

The increase of record communications will impact

heavily on AL'TODIN. One can expect to see an increase in

the capacity of existing switches and a provision for cir-

cuit s 'it:C_6iIg overseas, as now exists on the Continental

United States switches, to provide direct connection between
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high-speed, high-volume subscribers to whom the delay of 1.
message switching is intolerable. Improvements in data

transmission efficiency are a necessity in this network, and

it is likeizy that such features as packet switching and

Pierce loops will be incorporated into AUTODIN on a selec-

tive basis by 1985.31

AUTnJON

Of thc major DCS subsystems, AUTOVON serves the most

subscribars. It also has the most checkered performance

record. increased voice traffic requirements will require

additional AUTOVON trunks and access lines. A likely place

for initial installation of digital transmission facilities

for speech would be on the long-haul AUTOVON trunks, as this

would provide the greatest incremental signal improvement.

If the AUTOVON can provide service comparable to that of the

Direc: Lisuanc e Dial network of the Bell System, it is

reasonable to suppose that increased use of it will be made

for data transmission by casual users equipped with acoustic

couplers or similar devices. This could be disastrous

unless closely controlled, because AUTOVON is not designed

to a y a large volume of data traffic. 3 2

AUTOSEVOC,'M

f. ALTOSEVOCOM network will probably show the
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smallest change over the next decade, owing to the consider-

able cost of adding subsc.ribers and the fact that the most

important subscribers are already connected to the network.

A further ..nhibiti.ng factor in the growth of this subsystem

is the likelihood of digitized voice being incorporated into

the DCS on a large scale, which would effectively eliminate

the justification for AUTOSEVOCOM as a distinct subsystem.

A DCS MODEL

To evsluate the effect of expected developments or

phenomena on the DCS of 1985, it is necessary to create a

model of that system because the reality does not yet exist.

The model must be simple enough to permit reasonable evalua-

tion, yet complex enough to accurately portray the effects

of changes upon the DCS by extrapolation.

It is possible to construct a mathematical model of

the 1985 DC which encompasses most, if not all, of the

variables of interest. Such attempts have been made previ-

ously on other systems and have proved so complex that only

trivial qnrllyses were performed with them.3 3 It can be

argued thac such a model is required to account for the

synerpistic effect of multiple system parameter changes;

however, experience has shown that superior results are

achieved in practice from a comprehensible model that
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considers one variable at a time.3 /i This approach is espe-

cially attractive in this case, as many of thei parameters to

be considered defy precise quantization. Figure 2 presents

the topography of a model that is utilized in this study to

simulate the DCS backbone.

The model in Figure 2 is not a closed system; other

links and users can be connected to any node. However, the

model is shown is felt to be adequate to describe the per-

formance of the DCS under the influence of the variables

considered herein. Technical characteristics of importance

in the model (as at 1985) are:

1. The maximum circuit length built up will be six

links of three sections each, for a total built-up length of

12,000 nautical miles, or twice that now accepted in the

DCS. (A section does not involve multiplexing/demultiplex-

ing at connection points.) The overall signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) for speech will be 29 db or better.3 5

2. The traffic mix will be approximately 40 per

cent data and 60 per cent voice in terms of 4-hHz channel

equivalents (see Fig. 1, page 21).

3. AUTOSEVOCOM will not be considered as a separate

subsyst. m but as a portion of the data traffic load.

4. AUTODIN will account for approximately 5 per

cent U, .Le dedicated circuits, but data traffic will no
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longer be restricted to full-time private user routes. 
36

The increase in data traffic will be reflected in part by

increased AUTODIN transmission efficiency.

Examination of the model reveals that it is capable

of simulating circuit restoral and traffic delivery by means

of alternate routing. The characteristics of transmission

media are accounted for by the proper definition of the

channel transfer function, Fn (w,t).

[.. - - .-



CHAPTER III

ANALOG tND DIGITAL TRAnSMISSION CONCEPTS

BACKGROUND: ANALOG TRANSMISSION

Although the development of operating electrical

telegraph instruments occurred several decades prior to the

development of the telephone, the latter initiated the

"communications revolution" of the late nineteenth century

and is still today the primary driving force behind develop-

ment of communications networks. The result has been that

throughout the world the primary communications networks are

based upon telephonic communications, with record communica-

tions being adapted to fit into that system.

fhe near-instant popularity of the telephone is

attributable to two primary causes: the state of technology

at the time of its development and soon thereafter and man's

preference for speaking with other men rather than writing

them messages. The first commercial telephone exchange

opened in 1378. and within 40 years technology had pro-

igresscd Lo the poin. where frequency-division multiplex was

already in u6e. All-metallic circuits had proliferated

long oeiore that time, and the telephone was well-estab-

29
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lished as the dominant means of communications in the United

States. In that same 40-year period, wireless telephony

became practical and the further development of the vacuum

tube encouraiged increasing use of multiplexing and transmis-

sion of analog telephone signals.

Man's propensity to conduct his business orally has

not significantly changed in the past century, either, for

the Bell Telephone System has shown an annual growth rate of

approximacely 19 per cent in voiceband channels since 1959.2

In 1966, more than 800,000 toll trunks alone existed in that
3

network, and the number today is likely well over one

million.

Such is the magnitude of the telephone network that

scarcely a single person in the civilized world is unfamil-

iar with a telephone instrument. The telephone systems of

the world, although not entirely compatible, are intercon-

nectable, with the result that no point in the world is very

distant from another in the communications sense. These

telephone systems, owing to their size and omnipresence,

have become the primary route for virtually all common-user

communications in the world, to include record traffic.

Teiepho. _ystzs are primarily analog systems, however, and

thus the non-telophonic signals impressed upon them must

first L;e aoapted for transmission by this means.

) ..
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In this chapter the nature of both analog and digi-

tal signals is reviewed. The definition of a signal as

digital or analog depends upon its form for transmission,

not on the nature )f the source signal. Thus, a teletype

signal, for example, is categorized as an analog signal if

it has been so converted for transmission.

ANAL C SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND MODULATION

Thle most basic analog signal being the sine wave, it
4

is understood that in the general case

E(t) = A sin (wt + )

where: E(t) = the function under consideration

A = sine wave amplitude

w = natural (radian) frequency

t = time

= the phase angle.

Brieifly reviewing modulation theory, a pure sine

wave, being predictable at every point in time, conveys no

information but can become an information carrier in the

event one of the factors A, w, or 6 is made a time-varying

information function. In order, this leads to amplitude,

frequency, and phase modulation, each of which is considered

separat-ly Oelow. Further, modulation of a sinusoidal

carriter produces both a carrier frequency component and
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information-bearing sidebands, the location oF which, rela-

tive to the carrier frequency, is dependent upon the modu-

lating frequencies and the waveform of the modulating

signal. 

L4gure 3 summarizes the frequency spectrum of a sine

wave amplitude modulated by a square wave. No information

is conveyed by the carrier component, and the information of

the upper and lower sidebands is identical. Recognizing

this facL, one quickly sees that transmission of more of the

signal than is required to convey the necessary information

is inefficient. This realization has led to the development

of several variants of amplitude modulation (AM), notably

double-sideband AM (DSB), in which both sidebands are trans-

mitted either with or without the carrier component; single-

sideband suppressed carrier (SSSC or, more commonly, SSB),

in which orly ne of the sidebands is transmitted and the

carrier component is greatly suppressed; and vestigal side-

band (V.A) cransmission, in which one sideband is greatly

reduced in amplitude prior to transmission. It can readily

be seen that SSB, compared with DSB, requires less bandwidth

for trarsm.Lssion. Given the same transmitter peak power,

C,.' enli _ atdvanrage of approximately 9 db over DSB in6
signa1-,o--ncise ratio (SNR). For this reason, SSB is used

in pLfe-c ,ce to other AM methods in virtually all AM
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frequency division multiplex (FDM) systems.

It can be shown that frequency and phase modulation

may be considered together si-ce they are different sorts of

* 7
angle modulation. Figure 4 shows the frequency spectrum of

a square wave modulating a carrier in FM with a deviation

ratio of unity. The amplitude of the higher-order compo-

nents decreases more rapidly than was the case with AM. For

integer deviation index values, the FM signal consists of

two square-wave AM signals centered on the Mark and Space

steady-state frequencies and keyed in opposite 
phase.8

As compared to DSB-AM, FM has a theoretical noise

advantage of approximately 15 db, 9 which is obtained by

trading bandwidth for SNR as well as by the nature of the FM

signal. It is also approximately 12 db less sensitive to

impulse noise than AM systems,10 a considerable advantage in

data transmission.

Although its frequency spectrum is virtually the

same as that of FM, phase modulation (PM) has a theoretical

noise advantage of 2 db over FM and is less sensitive to

11
noise interference for the same bandwidth. Unhappily,

practical I'M systems have proved extremely complex in the

past, and Lhis has eradicated much of the theoretical noise

advantabe. Recently, however, developments in integrated

circu - have made complex circuitry much less costly, and
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PM is becoming much more common as a means of data

transmission.

Because both FM and PM occupy more bandwidth than an

SSB signai derived from the same modulating wave, they have

not been utilized as widely as SSB in FDM systems in spite

of their noise advantage. However, the transmission of data

over telephone systems requires that the data signal be

converted into analog form prior to its insertion into the

system, and this conversion is commonly performed utilizing

either FM or PM, largely owing to the performance of these

systems in noise.

TRAFFIC FLOW IN ANALOG SYSTEMS

Th&f telephone is an instrument intended to permit

two or more persons separated by distance to converse. By

its very nature, conversation is interactive and adaptive

and reqiuires real-time communication between the concerned

parties. In contrast, the instantaneous content of a broad-

cast radio message is not subject to real-time interaction

by the listener. The telephone network has been developed

to permit interactive communications.

A conversation, unlike a written treatise, does not

lend itself to storage for retransmission at a later time.

One-half of a conversation is meaningless without the other iV



half, both at the same time. For this reason, telephones 36

must be interconnected in real time, which requires tandem

connection of telephone circuits. Since 1878, the develop-

ment of circuit switching in telephone networks has pro-

ceeded tc become a science well-defined mathematically, and

much of the capital investment of any telephone network is

in circuit switching equipment.

Telephone systems are designed with the application

of statistics uo provide a given grade of service at busy

hour. This is usually expressed in percentage of calls

refused on a given path. (No telephone system is designed

to permit all subscribers to place calls at any one time;

this is economically infeasible. Rather, a certain refusal

rate is accepted from the start to permit design of a

usable, affordable system.) If the stated grade of service

can be achieved during busy hour, however, it is obvious

that a L.igher grade of service is achievable off-busy hour,

as the circuits are still there that were there to handle

the busy hour load. Owing to the evanescent nature of

conversation, however, this capacity is wasted unless the

demand for service can be spread more evenly through the

operating day. This is the driving force behind lowered

telephcne tariffs during off-peak periods and advertisements

that encourage people to call relatives during the evening
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hours rather than during the busy daylight hours. Slaited

another way, because a telephone network requires ci rcuit

switching as a routing philosophy in order to function as it

must, it is necessary to over-build the network so as to

provide the required service quality at the busiest time of

the day. This fact has important connotations for the

addition of data communications to the network.

The basic building block of the telephone system is

the voice channel, which has a bandwidth that extends from
12

approximately 300 to 3400 Hz. (This is referred to as a

4-kHz channel rather than a 3-kHz channel because the addi-

tion of guard bands in an FDM system causes the spectrum

occupied by a voice channel in the multiplex system to be

approximately 4-kHz.) Channels are engineered between

points based upon busy-hour requirements and, once

installed, remain in place until physically disconnected.

Althoug, it is possible to reroute circuits in response to

traffic demands through use of technical control facilities

(automatic or manual), this technique is not in wide use,

with the result that the point-to-point capacity of the

telephone system, measured in bandwidth, is largely fixed

and unresponsive to short-term variations in traffic flow.

'~ ~.P'. -~,ISMA
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SIGNAL STAT] SnICs

A communications system must be designed with

Spect. n1ov only t ( the t raf fic flow requt, remew s imp,'-ed

upon it but also the content of the signals it carries. The

primary signal carried by the telephone network is that of

the human voice, which deserves description.

Considerable statistical analysis has been directed

toward the human voice, and the following several things

have been determined about it in the telephone system

13
context:

1. Voice levels at the input to a channel modem are

typically in the vicinity of -16 dbm.

2. Although the dynamic range of voice signals can

be in the range of 70 db, there is only a 1 per cent chance

that a voice signal will exceed -3 dbm at a given time.

3. The probability that a channel will be active at

any given moment during busy hour does not exceed 0.25.

4. Human speech is informationally redundant and

has a very low information efficiency, as defined by Shan-

non's criteria. 14 In fact, the information content of

speech is so low that only about 25 per cent of a voice

15
signal Is required for intelligibility.

5. Human speech is extremely random in amplitude

and phase and, as a result, possesses a low average power

. - ._
. -

-. ,
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level. 16

The characteristics of human speech have driven the

design of telephone networks. This must be compensated for

when applying signals other than voice to the network, for

non-voice signals do not share the same statistical quali-

ties as speech, and the effect of this on the network can be

significant, especially as regards average channel power.

S IGNALL Ii'

A system as complex as the telephone network

requires a considerable amount of supervisory communication,

which is accomplished by the use of various signals to cause

the system to perform the desired function on command. In

the. analog case, these signals consist of tones, singly or

in combination, which are transmitted with the information

signal either within the information channel (in-band sig-

nalling, or in a separate supervisory channel (out-of-band

1 7Isignaliin. 1 7 In the case of the former, the supervisory

signals are removed from the information signal before it is

routed ro the ultimate subscriber.

Signalling in a digital telephone system is accom-

plished by digital signals that contain routing and supervi-

sory dana, much as in a computer communications network.

This tyv.e of signalling has not been widely employed in
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telephone systems but will be necessary in a digitized

system to avoid repeated analog-to-digital conversions. The

inherent differences between analog and digital signalling

necessitate extensive interfacing when links utilizing

different modes are connected in tandem.

When in-band signalling is used on a telephone

channel, it frequently occurs that the signal tones inter-

fere with the data signal introduced on the channel and

cause transmission errors. The same situation can occur

with crosstalked signalling tones from adjacent channels.

The usual solution to this problem is to disable the signal-

ling equipment when the circuit is used for data. An alter-

native solution is the use of out-of-band signalling to

preclude this problem.

SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORK

TRANSMISSION IMPAIRNENTS

A major portion of communications system design

concerns the minimization of signal degradation caused by

the imperfections of the channel, as no communications

channel is transparent. The telephone networks of the world

have been optimized for transmission of voice signals which

are particularly vulnerable to noise, distortion, crosstalk,

echo, FDM frequency instability, and level variations.
18

Of the two forms of noise, impulse and white, the
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human ear is relatively insensitive to the former, with the

result that little effort has been expended in controlling

it in telephone systems until quite recently, and then in

deference to increased data traffic in the system. White

noise, on the other hand, strongly affects the intelligibil-

ity of speech, with an occurrence of 10 db SNR generally

considered the minimum acceptable for communications. The

design target minimum is usually much higher, on the order

19of 17 to 23 db. Considerable effort has been spent in

minimizing the effects of white noise on voice signals, the

more common methods being the use of the strongest possible

channel signals (consistent with adjacent channel interfer-

ence criteria and system loading constraints), SSB modula-

tion, and compandors. That these efforts have been gener-

ally successful is reflected in the infrequency with which a

noise-limited built-up connection is encountered. A recent

study of the Bell System indicates that the average noise on

toll trunks (C-message weighting, for all types of carriers)
20

was 18.4 dbrnc, which is a quiet circuit indeed.

Distortion occurs in three primary categories:

amplitude, intermodulation, and phase, with the human ear

being quite insensitive to phase distortion.2 1 Thus, as

with impulse noise, no real effort to control it was made

for re. sons of speech intelligibility. Intermodulation
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distortion in multiplex systems is heard as a form of noise

on the signal; however, it is undesirable for a number of

non-speech intelligibility-related reasons and has been well

controlled by amplifier design and close attention to multi-

plex system loading.

Amplitude distortion (the uneven response of a

channel over a band of frequencies) is somewhat troublesome

to the ear, although the problem it causes is generally not

one of intelligibility but, rather, one of fidelity.
2 2

Nevertheless, it has been minimized in most telephone sys-

tems through the use of loaded cables and, more recently,

active and passive equalizers. The amplitude distortion

characteristics of several types of Bell System equipment

are shown in Figure 5 for illustration.
2 3

Crosstalk has a deleterious effect on speech intel-

ligibility, especially during the quiet portions of a con-

versation, at which time it is much more noticeable than

during active speech. Crosstalk has been a problem since

before the use of amplifiers, and methods of reducing its

effects have become quite well refined. These methods

generally involve the judicious selection of signal paths in

voice-frequency and carrier-frequency multipair cables,

using such methods as frequency-staggering or random splic-

ing, or the use of compandors. Compandors offer a
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20 to 28 db reduction in noise and crosstalk on the typical

circuit and are widely used. 
24

Echo, also a troublesome transmission impairment,

has worsened since the advent of the communications satel-

lite. The primary source of telephone echo is the hybrid

transformer used to convert 2-wire loop plant connections to

4-wire toll plant, and an obvious solution to the problem is

to eliminate the hybrid. This has been done with good

results in some specialized systems, but the capital invest-

ment in 2-wire loop plant makes such a solution economically

infeasible in the general case. Speaker tolerance to echo,

which is very dependent upon both delay time and loudness,

varies from person to person. It is generally considered

that echo delays exceeding 45 msec must be corrected by

suppression techniques. An echo suppressor, in its most

basic sense, senses the direction of conversation and

inserts a large loss in the opposite path to attenuate the

echo. Considerable refinement of this technique has been

undertaken to permit 2-way simultaneous conversation and to

alleviate other shortcomings, but the basic approach remains

the same and is considerably less than perfect.
25

For tandem-connected FDM systems to operate prop-

erly, it is necessary that they exhibit a high degree of

frequency stability so that successive modulation-demodula-
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tion steps will not cause excessive translation of the

signal in the frequency domain. Frequency shifts of ±15 Hz

are considered acceptable for human speech, but technical

requirements generally impose a much smaller tolerance upon

the system, to the extent that frequency stability in FDM

26systems is seldom a problem of concern to the user.

A similar situation obtains with long-time constant

level variations which affect the channel level envelope.

Such variations are extremely annoying to the persons speak-

ing over the channel, but they are also relatively simple to

compensate through the use of variable-gain amplifiers whose

transfer function is dynamically controlled by a reference

signal such as a transmitted pilot tone.

The impairments discussed above prove most trouble-

some to voice communications and thus have received the most

attention in the design of telephone networks over the past

half century, and longer. A very considerable portion of

any telephone system's capital investment lies in equipment

designed to optimize the network for the transmission of

voice, and this fact results in an inertia factor which is

encountered whenever the technical modification of the

network is required, for whatever reason. It must be borne

in mnd'i th-.t the investment represented by any telephone

system of major proportions, particularly the DCS, Bell
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System, and most foreign PTT organizations, is substantial,

and it is economically impossible to replace the entire

plant in a short period of time. The telephone system

engineer's largest single constraint is that he must utilize

the equipment in place for whatever new service he is pres-

ently designing, and he must acknowledge that the equipment

presently in service has an economic life of 40 to 50 years

in most circumstances. This is true even in the DCS,

although the life of equipment may be taken as 20 or

30 years. As digital transmission is discussed, this effect

of investment upon drastic and sudden technological change

must be remembered.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS HISTORY

Although often obscured by press agentry proclaiming

a "compuiter revolution," it is interesting to note that

digital electrical communications antedates analog transmis-

sion by more than 30 years. However, many of the techniques

of digital transmission changed very little for a century,

as digital circuitry became economically and technically

feasible on a large scale only with the development of the

transistor in 1948. Today's rapid proliferation of digital

equipment of all sorts is a direct result of the perfection

of interr-ed electronics and large-scale integration (LSI)

---------------------------------------
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which have made possible processes only theoretically

27
described in previous years.

Until the mid-1950's digital transmission took the

form of telegraphy in nearly all instances, with communica-

tions speeds of 100 to 300 words per minute (WPM) the maxi-

mum obtainable owing to the electromechanical nature of the

equipment involved. Even the first generation of computers

in the early 1950's did little to change this state of

affairs, for those machines were used to automate functions

that were too unwieldy for human effort. As computers

became more commonplace in the late 1950's, however, the

need to intercommunicate manifested itself, and digital

techniques previously applied only to the internal design of

computing machines were applied to the communications inter-

faces between these machines. 28 Only one communications

system existed that reached nearly'every point of interest

on the map: the telephone network. Telephone circuits

rapidly became carriers of much more than speech, and this

continues today. A brief review of digital modulation

theory follows, and the implications of this on communica-

tions systems are then discussed.

DIGITAL SIC:ALS AND MODULATION

In contrast to an analog signal, which can assume
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any value of amplitude within the specified range, a digital

signal is constrained to certain predefined discrete levels

within a specified range. The transitions between levels,

or states, occur instantaneously in theory, although not so

in fact. Nevertheless, the transitions are extremely

abrupt, with the result that the mathematical description of

a digital signal is a multiform function, or a series of

discontinuous functions which are considerably less conven-

ient to analyze than the uniform transcendental functions

that describe analog signals.

A mathematical development of the nature of digital

signals is beyond the scope of this discussion, but there

29
are several works on that subject. For the purpose of

review, the "A" portion of Figure 6 shows the Fourier series

spectral envelope for a rectangular pulse. The low-

frequency components of the Fourier series are responsible

for the flatness of the top of the pulses, and the high-

frequency components are those that determine the steepness

of the rising and falling edges of the pulses. For compari-

son, the "B" portion of Figure 6 shows a cosine pulse spec-

trum to demonstrate the diminished high-frequency component

amplitudes due to the increased rise and fall times of this

pulse versus the square pulse.

Digital signals can be used to modulate a sinusoidal
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carrier in the same manner as can analog signals. Amplitude

modulation of a carrier by pulses amounts to on-off switch-

ing of the carrier at the modulating rate. This is shown in

Figure " and is exactly analogous to continuous wave (CW)

telegraphy. As with any other form of AM, this system is

especially vulnerable to noise and therefore is presently in

oniy limited use. Its primary advantage is the simplicity

with which it may be implemented. 30

More commonly, digital signals are used to frequency

or phase modulate a sinusoidal carrier. These cases are

also shown in Figure 7. Both FM and PM, as discussed previ-

ously, enjoy a substantial noise advantage over AM, and this

is one of the primary reasons for their wide use with data

signals. When used with a binary data signal, FM modulation

is often referred to as frequency-shift keying (FSK), which

has been in use on radio and carrier links for many years

for the transmission of teletype data.

The use of analog techniques for the transmission of

data, as described above, has been the method of choice for

many years. However, the advent of practical and economi-

cally feasible digital circuitry has made the use of digital

carriers quite attractive.

A digital carrier is exactly equivalent to the

analog case. It is a train of pulses of a constant

4 -
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frequency (repetition rate) and amplitude, whereas the

analog carrier is a sine wave of constant frequency and

amplitude. As might be expected, a digital carrier may be

modulated by varying its amplitude, frequency, or phase.

These forms of modulation are known respectively as pulse

amplitude modulation (PAM), pulse duration modulation (PDM),

and pulse position modulation (PPM) and are depicted in

Figure 8.31 It is worthy of note that the modulating signal

may be either analog or digital in form, as in the analog

case.

All of these digital modulation schemes have been

utilized in communications equipment at one time or another;

however, each suffers from the same shortcomings as its

analog counterpart. The primary enemy of these systems is

noise, as in the analog systems, for it creates uncertainty

in the location of the pulse top, edges, or location in

time, and therefore results in a loss of signal fidelity

just as previously discussed. To exacerbate matters, these

types of modulated carriers are more sensitive to certain

transmission impairments, such as phase delay, than speech

signals. This requires special conditioning of those tele-

phone circuits used for their transmission.

The development of information and coding theory by

Claude Shannon, 32however, resulted in the development of a
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modulation technique which is superior to any of those

already discussed, particularly with respect to its noise

tolerance. This technique is somewhat erroneously called

pulse code modulation (PCM). It is not so much a modulation

scheme as a coding technique, but this is a point of philo-

sophical difference. To date the primary use of PCM has

been in the transmission of speech.

PCM is a system whereby a signal is analyzed by a

predefined set of rules, and its value at certain moments is

sampled. A number is assigned that value, and a digital

code representing that number is transmitted. At the

receiving end, the code is used to activate a generator that

produces an output signal of the amplitude originally sensed

by the transmitting coder. These signals are assembled

sequentially to produce a replica of the source signal.
3 3

The success of PCM rests upon sampling theory, coding

tneory, and the technology required to perform the complex

electronic functions associated with the above sequence of

events.

Nyquist 34 has shown that a suitable replica of any

given signal can be reproduced from a number of samples

taken of the source signal. In simplest form, Nyquist

stated tha:, to assure fidelity in sampling, the source

signal must be sampled at a rate that is at least twice that
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of the highest-frequency component in the source signal.

Since the highest frequency of human speech usually accepted

by a telephone system is approximately 3400 Hz, a voice

signal must be sampled at a rate of at least 2 x 3400, which

means 6800 Hz. In practice, a rate of 8000 Hz is generally

used. 35

If a number is to represent the sampled value, it is

necessary to establish a certain number of permissible

levels that the signal can attain. The analog signal, not

knowing the constraints, will continue to assume whatever

value it chooses, but a detector will respond to any signal

value within the limits of a predefined range by assigning

it the number associated with that range. The quality of

the reconstructed signal depends upon both the frequency

with which the source signal as sampled and the number of

levels into which it is quantized. As previously noted, the

frequencies contained in the source signal are normally the

limiting factor on sampling rate, and the bandwidth availa-

ble to transmit the coded signal data (the PCM signal) is

the limiting factor on the number of quantizing levels. In

modern telephone practice 128 levels are usually used to

encode human speech.3 6 Figure 9 illustrates the methodology

behind PCM.

The primary advantage of PCM is that the signal

... . . -. d.,.. .' u' rI i~ ., .. , . . . , ,, ,- , 1-
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111 Pulse code modulation. Encoding for two waveforms is
shown here. For each quantization level there is a corre-
sponding digital code.
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itself is not transmitted but, rather, is coded information

that permits a reproduction of the signal. The effect of

transmission impairments on the PCM signal is insignificant

so long as the data can be recognized at the receiving end

* as the proper quantizing level code. Thus, techniques such

as pulse regeneration and error-detecting coding may be used

to enhance the durability of the PCM signal as it passes

through the communications system. In theory, a signal may

traverse a very noisy channel and be reconstructed with

virtually no degradation as compared with the original.
37

In practice, performance very nearly as good is attainable.

It is apparent from an examination of the encoding

process that PCM, owing primarily to the error in precision

associated with the quantizing process, is incapable of

producing a perfect replica of the source signal at the

receiver. Any signal level within the bounds of a given

level will be encoded as that level and will be duplicated

at the receiver as that level rather than the precise level

of the source. There being a practical upper bound on the

number of quantizing levels, one can see that there will

38always be a certain amount of this error. The goal of the

PCM process is to minimize encoding error, which is called

quantizing noise because it manifests itself as a random,

noise-like signal superimposed upon the information signal.
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The primary means of minimizing quantizing noise are by

increasing the number of quantizing levels and by the use of

compandors prior to quantization. The latter course of

action is preferred, and it permits the use of non-uniform

quantizing levels. Levels that occur frequently are encoded

quite precisely; those that occur infrequently are encoded

coarsely.
39

The equipment required to realize good quality PCM

is extremely complex, and until recently it was not economi-
40

cally competitive with FDM carrier equipment. Develop-

ments in solid-state technology in the last decade, however,

have altered the relative economic advantage of the two

types of systems, and PCM is now widely used in both commer-

cial systems (Bell TI and T2 carriers) and military systems

(e.g., the AN/TRC-llI).

In an effort to improve upon the basic concept of

PCM, several variants have been developed. Virtually all of

these systems use some form of level predictor to attempt to

lower the PCM data rate by taking advantage of the redun-

dancy inherent in human speech.4 1 The most promising of

these techniques is delta modulation, which enjoys the

advantages of simplicity and low cost as well as good signql

quality- Delta modulation is in commercial use in Europe

and is being studied carefully for use in the United

• , ,w .,,,, .
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States. 42

Still another method of transmitting speech by

digital means is by use of a vocoder. Vocoders perform a

spectral analysis of the source signal and transmit signals

which cause the production of a like spectral sound at the

receiver to reconstruct the source signal.4 3  These devices

are exceptionally complex, and, as anyone who has utilized a

secure voice system recently will attest, they are not noted

for good speech quality. Considering the advances being

made in the field of PCM and its derivatives, it is likely

that vocoders will fall into disuse in favor of PCM tech-

niques unless a technical or economic breakthrough alters

the relative advantages of the two systems.

Much of the above discussion concerns the digitiza-

tion of speech for transmission on a digital system. The

output of a PCM system or vocoder may be used as the modu-

lating signal for either an analog or a digital carrier, and

44both schemes are in use. Signals which originate in

digital form are not usually subjected to further encoding

prior to modulation, for they already possess the positive

attributes discussed above for PCM pulses. The common

exception to tne above is when encryption is required.

A -M 77 77 77
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TRAFFIC FLOW IN DIGI'IAL SYSTEMS

Until recently, digital traffic was synonymous with

record traffic, for only telegraph messages were transmitted

in digital form. As a result, the routing philosophy asso-

ciated with digital traffic was one of non-real-time message

switching, the epitome of which is the "torn-tape" teletype

relay center.

Because different precedences are assigned to record

traffic, each associated with a maximum acceptable system

transit time, it is possible to more evenly distribute the

traffic load in a record network. This is quite simply done

by sending messages in order of urgency, with the routine

ones being sent in off-peak periods. This practice was

developed quite early in the design of teletypewriter net-

works and continues today in the AUTODIN system,45 which is

nothing more than an automated tape relay system.

When digital techniques are used for the transmis-

sion of speech, however, the same criteria concerning real-

time interaction as discussed for analog systems come into

play. For this reason one cannot generalize as to the

routing philosophy that "should" be used in a digital commu-

nications system. It happens that most existing digital

networks are store-and-forward networks, but this is an

accident of history, not a technical constraint. The________
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optimum means of routing traffic in an all-digital system

maiy well be circuit switching. On the othor hand, it may be

a combination of circuit and message switching, and this can

only be determined by detailed study of the problem.

DIGITAL SIGNAL STATISTICS

In contrast to voice signals, it can be shown that

46
data signals exhibit a much higher average power. This is

largely due to the higher information content of data sig-

nals but also has to do with the levels at which they are

commonly applied to carrier systems. For this reason, when

standard telephone systems are used for the transmission of

data, considerable care must be taken to avoid power over-

loading of the multiplex system.

The activity of digital channels carrying high-speed

traffic is frequently extremely high and often approaches

100 per cent. Also, digital transmission is very often

fuil-dii2ex, as contrasted to the half-duplex nature of

47voice co,=.inication. This can also pose serious power

loading prcblei s on multiplex systems unless considered and

enginee-ed for.

Low sneed and batch-processing terminals, on the

other hand (such as time-shared computer terminals), exhibit

a chann.l activity factor of the same order as voice

K " ............................-----. .. ................ ' "' .
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signals. For a variety of reasons that are primarily eco-

nomic, this low activity characteristic is being eliminated

to permit greater utilization of connecting circuits, with

the result that there is little prac tical difference in the

activity factor to be associated with high-speed, high-

volume circuits and these.
4 8

DIGITAL RESPONSE TO

TRANSMISSTON IMPAIRMENTS

Whether the signal transiting a communications

system is digital or analog in form, it is assaulted by the

same array of transmission impairments. However, the

response or sensitivity of analog and digital signals to the

same impairment differ as discussed below.

Generally speaking, digital signals are less sensi-

tive to white noise than are analog signals, 4 9 and some very

sophisticated techniques have been developed for the detec-

tion of digital signals in the presence of noise. In commu-

nications systems, the techniques used are usually variants

of pulse regeneration. That is, at specified intervals the

digital pulse train is regenerated by pulse slicing and is

50retransmitted as a "clean" replica of the noisy input.

This capability to regenerate pulse streams accounts for

51
much of the noise advantage of PCM over FDM in practice.

Impulse noise, on the other hand, is a significant



problem for digital transmission, for a noise impulse can

masquerade as a signal pulse, which results in a spurious

response at the receiver. The effect of impuise noise is

countered by efforts to minimize the noise itself and by the

use of error-detecting and/or correcting coding on the pulse

52
stream. Both these approaches are effective, but, when

the suppression is implemented without regard to the magni-

tude of the impulse noise problem, both can be expensive.

Complicating the suppression problem is the fact that a

major portion of the impulse noise in telephone networks

53
originates in electromechanical central office switchgear

which cannot be isolated from the system.

To faithfully reconstruct a data waveform after

transmission, it is necessary to recover all components of

the Fourier spectrum in the original amplitude and phase

54
relationship. Deviations from this phase and amplitude

relationship result in distortion of the pulse, the serious-

ness of which is primarily dependent upon which components

of the signal are affected by distortion. Both amplitude

and phase distortion, which increase as the signalling speed

is increased, are therefore of concern in data communica-

55
tions. Tt is possible to correct both phase and amplitude

distortion in a single equalizer, and this technique is

often used in data transmission. As previously noted, the

........ ....... ...
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ear is relatively insensitive to phase distortion, and thus

this equalization is not noticeable when the same circuit is

used on a time-shared basis for both speech and data.

Increasingly, data communications take place between

different points at different times on a dial-up basis as

opposed to the previous norm, which provided dedicated

communications over a given path. Since every circuit

exhibits different phase and amplitude characteristics and

even between the same end points there is little likelihood

of interconnecting the same sequence of circuits in repeti-

tive tries, the problem of equalization can become serious.

Proper equalization of a circuit is time-consuming and

requires expert technical adjustments at both ends. As this

is quite unsuitable for a dial-up system, considerable

effort has been expended on the development of adaptive

automatic equalizers that will analyze the circuit and

equalize it in a matter of a few milliseconds. Start-up

(adaptation) times of 50 msec are currently available in

commercial adaptive equalizers for data use over the

switched telephone network.56  For illustrative purposes,

typical phase distortion curves of common telephone carrier

systems are shown in Figure 0.

Crosstalk is also a problem with data transmission,

for the crosstalking pulses can be easily mistaken for the j
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signal pulses under certain circumstances. As discussed

previously, crosstalk is usually controlled by compandors in

telephone networks. In general, these compandors have a

transfer characteristic that attempts to force the digital

states toward a median level and thereby reduce the signal-

58
to-noise ratio. In addition, compandors are generally

designed with a time constant much too slow to follow the

transitions of digital signals; consequently there is

resultant distortion in width as well as amplitude. The

only practical solution to this problem is to disable the

compandor during data transmission. This, and each of the

several other methods for automatically disabling the com-

pandor during data transmission that have been developed to

date, creates a problem when the same circuit is used for
59

both speech and data.

Similarly, echoes are problematical in data trans-
60

mission for the same reasons as crosstalk. The echo

suppressors in general use are no better suited to data

traffic than are the compandors, because they are incapable

of followiftg the transitions of the signal and they neces-

sarily inhibit full-duplex signalling. As with compandors,

the solution is to disable the echo suppressors during

periods whon the circuit is used for data, a procedure that

has also led to the development of automatic disabling

___I46
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systems activated by a data stream.
6 1

7'.'ir. 7 ":r,.nsltion in FDM systems as well as

!zhorL-tern lrequ(:ncy instability, can pose serious difficul-

ties to accurate data transmission. The effect of this

impairment on the demodulated data signal is virtually

62
indistinguishable from phase distortion, 2 because varying

frequency in the channel master oscillator causes shifts in

the entire spectrum. Fortunately, most FDM carrier systems

are of the synchronized variety in which this effect is

minimized.

Long-term level variations within the carrier system

are of little import to digital signals, but sudden phase

and amplitude variations are quite another thing. Drop-outs

of very short duration (on the order of msec) have little

effect on speech because of its redundancy, but they can

represent a significant portion of a data signal and can

63
result in errors. As these phenomena are unpredictable,

the primary defense against their effects is the use of

transmission schemes which utilize one or another form of

acknowledgment of data blocks or schemes that utilize trans-

mission redundancy.

A signal impairment that is particularly troublesome

to data signals is phase jitter, the term for transmission

impairments which cause individual pulses in the data stream

--- -
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to be displaced from their proper position. 64 This causes

high error rates in digital transmission, but the effect is

little more than a curiosity to speech transmission system

engineers. Jitter results from unwanted modulation of the

desired signal during transmission by another signal, with

resultant undesired phase or frequency changes. It can also

be caused by timing errors in the pulse regeneration proc-

65C
ess and is a problem of considerable magnitude in PCM

transmission. Jitter is cumulative; it can be removed from

data streams by retiming, but only at considerable cost in

complexity. 66  Better system design to minimize intermodula-

tion reduces jitter in analog systems, and considerable

improvement in this parameter has been observed on the

Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) Network in the past several
67

years. In all-digital systems, accurate timing at all

points in the system, especially those where regeneration

occurs, is mandatory. Accurate timing is also required for

other reasons in such systems, so this requirement is not

driven by reduction of phase jitter alone.
6 8

Lest it seem that a catalog of all possible faults

which may occur on a channel has been presented above, it is

well to note that no less than 13 separate impairments are

69
significant in the transmission of data, and this is a

list of only the most common and the most important. If
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there is a single point to be made from that list, it is

that digital signals are generally more sensitive to trans-

mission degradation than voice signals, primarily because of

the inherent nature of digital signals and their greatly

4
reduced redundancy as compared to speech.

DIGITAL VERSUS ANALOG: A COMARISON

It is apparent from the discussion in this chapter

that neither digital nor analog techniques are "best"; each

has advantages. Digital systems using present techniques

are capable of much better signal quality over long circuits
70

than are analog systems; for shorter systems (up to, say,

3,000 miles) it is difficult to impute a clear advantage to

digital techniques in signal-to-noise ratio.

Digital communications involve more complex equip-

ment than analog systems, which has been a significant

disadvantage until quite recently. The integrated circuit

has ended the component-by-component design of circuits and

systems, with the result that there is now little to choose

between either method vis-h-vis complexity. The internal

complexity of the integrated electronics chip, after all, is

at issue, not the difficulty of understanding each portion

of a circuit or the expense of connecting thousands of

compone.ts to realize that circuit.

i I
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Complexity previously was the prime mover behind the
71

cost disadvantage of digital systems, but the integrated

circuit has eliminated this and digital systems are now

being costed competitively with, and often less expensively
72

than, equivalent analog systems.

The one area in which digital systems display an

overwhelming advantage is in encryption. The automatic,

on-line encryption systems in use today throughout the world

are digital devices which operate on digital inputs to
73

produce digital encrypted outputs, and vice versa. There

is little likelihood of a technically feasible analog,

on-line encryption device being developed in the near future

that will not utilize digital techniques internally (i.e.,

it will contain its own mini-PCM system to interface a
74

digital encryption device to an analog line). It makes

little sense to preserve the form of an analog signal

throughout a system if that analog signal must ultimately be

converted to digital form to permit encryption, unless such

a procedure is clearly superior to the alternative of an

all-digital or hybrid system.

Goals of the Defense Communications System were

stated in Chapter II as accommodating increased record

traffic volume, providing high-quality speech service over a

!2,000-vile reference circuit, and permitting increased
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security of voice transmissions over the system. Given

these criteria, digital communications of one form or

another is obviously the choice over analog. The point at

which to make the transformation is only one of many deci-

sions that must be made if this course of action is imple-

mented, however. A discussion of trends and problems in the

digital communications field is therefore undertaken in

Chap-er IV.

iI
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CHAPTER IV

IMPACT OF DIGITAL TRANSMISSION

INTRODUCTION

The shift from the more familiar frequency domain

into the time domain brings with it a different approach to

problems and reveals some new problems which have not previ-

ously been addressed in detail because they are relatively

unimportant to analog transmission. This was demonstrated

for transmission impairments in Chapter III.

This chapter is intended to summarize the present

status of major research and development in the field of

digital transmission and to report on operational results

that researchers and operating agencies have observed. The

chapter emphasis is on the differences which exist with

digital transmission as compared with analog transmission.

The reader is assumed conversant with basic communications

system theory and practices, and no attempt is made herein

to review or explain these fundamental areas.

71
4,i
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MEDIA
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The backbone of both military and civilian telecom-

munications systems remains, as it has for the past decade,

line-of-sight (LOS) microwave transmission. It can be made

highly reliable, and its available bandwidth permits the use

of high-speed digital data streams as modulating signals.

LOS microwave is a dispersive medium which may be classified

as conditionally stable for data transmission. The three

primary time-varying effects which cause short-term varia-

tions in path characteristics are rain attenuation, multi-

path distortion, and deep fades.
2

Rain attenuation, appreciable above 10 Ghz, is

caused by all types of precipitation and is a function of

both rate of precipitation and frequency of the raicrowave

signal. A considerable body of statistical data exists on

the frequency of rain over paths of interest, with the

result that it is usually minimized by use of diversity

techniques. The problem in digital transmission arises in

the need to examine the precise mechanism of diversity

switching and to determine whether it is capable of respond-

In- in a manner suitable for digital signals or whether it

- .. rejuire modification as to attack time and switching

I C @ct ion.
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Muttipath distortion manifests itself in very rapid

fluctuations of signal level and instantaneous phase at the

receiver. It has been demonstrated that multipath effects

follow a Rayleigh distribution and thus can be predicted

within reasonable bounds of certainty. 3 Frequency diversity

is the method of choice for overcoming the effects of multi-

path for two reasons. First, there is virtually no correla-

tion of fading between frequencies separated by 160 mHz or

more. Second, this method has been developed to a high
4

level of reliability. However, the instantaneous phase

variations which accompany multipath reception can be pres-

ent even in the absence of fading of sufficient magnitude to

activate the diversity switching equipment, resulting in

time-varying phase distortion in the data stream.

Deep fades along the LOS path are the result of

variations in the refractive index of the atmosphere and are

also generally corrected through diversity techniques. As

with precipitation, the diversity switching criteria and

methods require examination to ascertain their suitability

for use with digital signals.

It must be emphasized that these path parameter

variations are not unique to digital signals (nor, indeed,

to LOS microwave). They have been recognized for some time,

and their effects have been minimized through the use of

...........
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control (AGC) receiver circuitry and diver-

sity techniques. As with the basic illustrations in Chap-

ter III, however, the cure applied to solve an analog trans-

mission problem may be inappropriate or even.exacerbating

for digital transmission.

The probability of a single bit error on an LOS

system is directly proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). With proper spacing of regenerative digital repeat-

ers, microwave systems utilizing digital transmission can

operate at lower SNR's than would be the case with analog

signals, owing to the ability to strip white noise from the

5
data bits during regeneration. The probability of multiple

bit errors, however, is a function of the instantaneous

channel characteristics and can be thought of as following

a Rayleigh distribution. This effect has considerable

importance in the transmission of low-redundancy digital

6
information over LOS links. It should be recognized that

these effects manifest themselves whether or not the actual

link modulation mode is digital or analog, as the categori-

zation of a signal as either time or frequency domain is

merely a convenient means of describing it. The one is

simply a mapping of the other by conformal techniques into

another space.

It has been demonstrated in operating systems that a
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digital bit stream can be inserted in place of analog sig-

nals on one or more of the baseband channels of a microwave

radio system (usually a supergroup frequency slot of 240 kfiz

width), retaining analog signals on the remaining channels.

Attention must be given to the maximum permissible loading

of the modulator, but, assuming the engineering has been

done properly, the error rate observed on such a system has

been very low. To minimize adjacent-channel interference

problems, the digital stream is band-limited in much the

same manner as the analog signals habitually are. Inasmuch

as any conversion of a system from analog to digital form

will necessitate a period of hybrid operation, it is worthy

of note that LOS microwave has proved the feasibility of

this concept and is in daily use.

TELEPHONE CABLE

Although LOS is the long-haul backbone of most

telephone systems, cable carries the load on the shorter

trunks and in the exchange plant. It cannot be considered

insignificant since more than 80 per cent of the trunks in

8
the Bell System are 15 miles or less in length. In other

systems the figure is as high as 94 per cent, and this

include, toll trunking. Although the average length of a

Defe-nsc Co::!munications System (DCS) channel is approximately
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9
174 miles, because of its worldwide scope and specialized

mission, cable still forms a significant portion of the

plant, especially between the user and the DCS entry point,

if that be a switching center. Also, much of the DCS con-

sists of facilities leased from commercial carriers whose

statistics are above.

Common twisted-pair, 22-gauge copper cable is suita-

ble for one channel of voice (3-kHz bandwidth, or 64 kb/sec

equivalent) using analog transmission. Present practice

uses this same cable with 6,000-foot regenerator spacing for

the transmission of pulse code modulation (PCM) at

1.5 mb/sec, and this could be increased to 6 mb/sec if the
10repeater spacing were cut to 3,000 feet. That represents

an increase in capacity of nearly 100-fold by the addition

of regenerators at suitable intervals. As the cost of

amplifiers is low compared to the cost of parallel cable

runs, the result is a very low incremental cost for the

increased capability.

Cable is an extremely stable medium for digital

transmission, and this is the primary reason for the devel-

opment of schemes such as that described above. The major

shortcoming of such a system for digital transmission is the

accumulative effect of time jitter; however, this can be

minimized by the use of rather complex logic circuitry which
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is now feasible as a result of large-scale integration
11

(LSI). The result is a stable, quiet, accurate digital

system.

As with microwave, much effort has been directed

toward achieving some degree of compatibility between digi-

tal and analog signals in the same cable sheath so as to

avoid duplication of facilities. In this case, limited

success has been achieved, with the major difficulty being

crosstalking of digital signals into analog signals. The

converse virtually never occurs (as might be expected from a

comparison of the power spectra of the two types of signals

at common transmission levels).
12

The same cable that shows a 1 db/mile loss to VF can

show a 31 db/mile loss to PCM, and this has led to the

development of test techniques for cables carrying digital

signals that are much different from the traditional tech-

niques used on analog-bearing cables. It has been demon-

strated that to achieve meaningful results for digital

transmission, it is necessary to test the cable with a

replica of the digital stream instead of a single-frequency

tone or a simple reversal sequence. Several test sets

developed to do just this are used in the commercial net-

works, together with performance analyzers which receive the

test signal at the distant end of the cable, compare the
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received signal with an ideal signal, and display the result

in the form of a computed "degradation factor" of the

13
circuit.

Owing to the fast wave fronts transiting the cable

in digital mode, the resistive fault-isolation and location

techniques that are in common use on analog systems are not

generally applicable. Rather, it is necessary to utilize

test methods which very much approximate time-domain reflec-

tometry to locate faults. It is also necessary to test the

cable in both directions for the same pair, as an impedance

discontinuity near one end (such as might be caused by water

seepage) will affect transmission in one direction more than

the other, owing to the attenuation of the standing wave it

creates. 14  Commercial carriers have learned these lessons

only after the expenditure of much time and funds, but the

result has been another series of test sets especially

designed to perform just these tests on telephone cable.

It must be noted that the transmission of high-speed

data over telephone cable requires the interjection of a

considerable amount of electronics in the signal path, in

the form of regenerators, as compared to analog transmis-

sion. This is the price paid for increased information

transfer. However, unless very specific marginal tests are

possible on these regenerators from one end or the other of
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the circuit, fault isolation will be prolonged and difficult

and large quantities of good electronics will be needlessly

15removed for maintenance. It should be possible to exer-

cise each regenerator independently from the end of the

circuit and to evaluate its performance against an absolute

standard. This is difficult in practice, although some test

sets do exist to perform this sort of test and to indicate

the location of the faulty regenerator.1
6

COAXIAL CABLE

The coaxial cable transmission medium is gaining in

popularity with commercial carriers as an alternative to

crowded microwave bands in dense areas and because of the

stable, wideband characteristics it displays. In military-

owned portions of the DCS, it is most frequently utilized

for submarine cable routes.

Coaxial cable is more stable and free of noise and

fading than any radio system. However, conipared to a simi-

lar length radio circuit, its very high transmission loss

necessitates the use of repeaters at comparatively frequent

intervals. The phase transfer function of coaxial cable is

a smooth, slowly-varying, and predictable function of fre-

quency which minimizes the requirement for equalization

changes. 17

maim'
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The bandwidth obtainable in a coaxial cable is a

function of the cable size and the spacing of repeaters, qnd

it is usually chosen as a result of careful economic tride-

off analysis. Bandwidths of 1 gHz are currently obtain-
18

able, and at least one experimental PCM system operates

over coaxial cable at a 224 mb/sec data rate.

The same caveats expressed regarding the testing of

telephone cable systems apply to coaxial cable. However,

because it is a wideband medium, techniques such as time-

domain reflectometry are not as uncommon to technicians who

work with coaxial cable as to those more accustomed to

telephone cable carrying telephone signals.

Digital and analog signals have been tested over a

common coaxial cable for compatibility, and the results were
20

excellent. The method used is generally the same as that

for LOS microwave; that is, the replacement of one or more

frequency division multiplex (FDM) group or supergroup slots

by a digital data stream. Two-way hybrid transmission is

also feasible using the usual analog method of allocating

certain frequency bands for each direction of transmission.

SATELi, ITI S

The use of satellites as communications relays is

increasing rapidly, especially in the DCS, where satellites
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are envisioned as a primary long-haul medium in the next
21

decade. The discussion of satellites in the DCS is lim-

ited to those areas that are unclassified, but this does not

severely constrain the technical comparisons of analog and

digital operations.

The characteristics of the satellite path are quite

similar to those of microwave radio, with the exception of

selective fading, which is not a problem with satellites.

Because of the extreme path length, the path loss is quite

high and requires the application of much more sophisticated

and sensitive electronics than is the case with microwave. 
2 2

Satellite systems paths, for the most part, are

extratropospheric. This reduces the dependence of path

characteristics on atmospheric characteristics, as much of

the path lies in the near-vacuum of space. This is espe-

cially true of synchronous satellites. There are effects,

however, which cause time-varying alterations to the signal

path:
2 3

1. Rain attenuation can be significant on satellite

paths if the fall rate is very large, as in the tropics.

This attenuation is slightly less for high look angles than

for low but it becomes quite severe for all angles when the

antenna is enclosed by a radome upon which the rainfall

sheets.
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2. Variations of path noise over time, and thus the

SNR, occur as a result of conjunction of the satellite with

celestial emitters of radio energy (stars, sun, etc.) or

conjunction with another satellite.

An additional problem that may prove troublesome on

links connecting computers occurs with asynchronous satel-

lites, that being outages due to hand-over as satellites

enter and leave the view of the earth station. These out-

ages may range from a few minutes to several hours depending

upon the distribution of satellites in orbit and the loca-

tion of the earth station; also, they may vary from one

hand-over to the next for the same reason if the satellites

are randomly dispersed in orbits.
24

Whether utilizing analog or digital techniques, the

susceptibility of satellites to jamming and other electronic

countermeasures (ECM) must be considered. This susceptibil-

ity is largely due to the necessity for the satellite

antenna beam to subtend an angle which includes all earth

stations seeking to use the satellite simultaneously. For a

synchronous satellite, the earth subtends an angle of

approximately 18', 25 and a compromise must be reached

between this value and the minimum angle that may be feasi-

bly attained in consideration of the above requirement.

Irrespective of the measures taken in military systems to

I
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minimize jamming vulnerability by altering the distribution

of satellites and earth stations, it must be remembered that

circuits leased over satellite paths from commercial carri-

ers may not incorporate these features, although Intelsat IVS

26uses a spot-beam technique which focuses the antenna beam

on high-traffic areas. This also helps to increase the

satellite's capacity.

These problems are germane in this discussion, as

there exist many systems (classified in their details) which

serve to minimize the vulnerability of the satellite to ECM

by means of signal-processing techniques. These systems

generally trade bandwidth for speed and require complex

27
logic. For precisely that reason they are more adaptable

ro digital signalling than to analog. This factor should

not be forgotten in making the selection of a medium.

Data signal timing can become a troublesome problem

with satellite systems as a result of either the considera-

ble path delay associated with synchronous links or the

Doppler shift found with asynchronous satellites. These

effects are much more of a problem to digital mode than to

analog, and their effect should be examined on a case-by-

case basis. Delay can be countered by retiming or by other

'variations of synchronization. Doppler effect, which with

satellites is quite predictable, can be countered via a
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variety of signal-processing techniques, to include retiming
28

in certain circumstances. The net effect of these impair-

ments is to increase the complexity of the earth station,

which is already considerable, beyond that required for

analog transmission.

Another satellite development is the doubling of

satellite capacity by use of cross-polarization techniques

29within the same frequency band. This would permit utili-

zation of the same link for two groups of signals, one

vertically polarized and the other horizontally polarized.

This system is not yet in use; however, it could have seri-

ous disadvantages for digital transmission, depending upon

the amount of rotation experienced by the field vector of

the digital carrier wave en route to and from the satellite.

Such rotation of the field vector is quite common in terres-

trial communications and results in crosstalk from one

polarization to another.
30

Digital-mode satellites are in use in the Defense

Satellite Communications System, Phase II (DSCS II), and

future military satellites promise to be exclusively digi-

tal. 31 For these reasons it can be expected that ground

terminal equipment will become optimized for digital mode,

and the problem of compatibility with analog transmission on

the same path should not arise. A demand for such
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;lUott , and the effectiveness of such an approach is dubious.

IiV RADIO 0

Tae use of IF radio for backbone trunking is

decreasing rapidly throughout the DCS. HF circuits are now

used nearly exclusively for backup of primary paths routed

32
via other media. It is for precisely this reason that the

suitability of HF for digital transmission be examined, for

it is not inconceivable that in conditions of general war or

catastrophe it may be the primary long-distance medium

available, especially outside the Continental United States.

in addition to the problems of noise and fading

which affect analog HF signals, two additional path impair-

ments are important in digital transmission. First, HF

4 paths suffer from dynamic delay distortion that is caused by

frequanc;-seleccive refraction in the ionosphere. This

effect is time-varying and unpredictable.3 3 Second, the

constantly changing altitude of the refracting layer of the

ionosphere results in a constantly changing path length

which, in turn, results in a non-constant instantaneous data

arriv,,. r.r1e cr the receiver. This manifests itself as

in Lcrsy bo- interference and makes the utilization of

synchrc..ou. transmission exceedingly difficult,
4

____ ____ ____ __
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Methods exist to minimize these degrading effects on

the data signal, however, and HF links have been reliably

used at rates of 4800 bps with an error rate of 10- 2.

(Considerably lower error rates are experienced as the data
: 35

rate is decreased to 2400 bps.) Although not good by

computer standards, the magnitude of error 10- 2 is suitable

for digitized voice and for some types of teletype transmis-
36

sion.

Although not in favor in the DCS at the moment, the

use of HF should not be summarily excluded for digital

signals. It is simple, economical, and easily transported.

While United States Forces have opted for more sophisticated

systems, the armed forces of several nations, notably the

United Kingdom, operate worldwide communications systems

with an HF backbone at respectable reliabilities.
37

TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER

The use of tropospheric scatter radio in the DCS has

increased markedly over the past decade, largely due to its

ability to span relatively long distances without intermedi-

ate relay sites. This proved invaluable in a combat envi-

ronment in Vietnam and is well suited to routes over water,

such as the link from the United Kingdom to Newfoundland via

IcelanO, which is comprised of mixed tropo and LOS links.

". .......... I
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Tropo is not widely used in commercial systems, largely due

to the length of the average commercial trunk, which is

quite short, as has been shown.

Tropospheric scatter propagation is affected by all

the impairments which affect LOS microwave, but the primary

effect of interest in data transmission is frequency-selec-

tive fading, which appears in the time domain as intersymbol

interference. The fading mechanism is the predominant

impairment at high data rates and negates the usual assump-

tion of flat Rayleigh fading over the signal bandwidth.

From the system standpoint, this has the effect of imposing

a floor on the minimum achievable error rate, which is

unalterable by varying the SNR. This is an extremely seri-

ous impairment for the transmission of data. 38

At lower data rates the Rayleigh fading assumption

holds and, coupled with random noise injection, becomes the

primary path error mechanism.

Owing to the wide dispersion of tropo systems in the

DCS, much study continues to minimize the effect of these

impairments on the transmission of digital data streams. At

the present state of the art, tropo is only about 50 per

cent as efficient in the digital mode as in the analog

3 1
mode, and it is the transmission medium most seriously

affecting the introduction of digital signals on a large-

-,
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scale basis in the DCS.

The methods presently available to minimize path

effects in tropo are:

i. Use of all available statistical data for the

design of an optimized system. Although feasible, this

requires that different receiver transfer functions be

developed for each path, which further requires a substan-

tial investment in engineering and manufacturing of many

low-volume items.

2. Use of adaptive receiver techniques which alter

the instantaneous receiver transfer function by determining

the instantaneous channel characteristics. This approach

requires extreme sophistication in equipment and remains to

be demonstrated as being feasible on a large scale.

Present techniques in tropo provide acceptable

performance with data streams up to 3 mb/sec, but the use of

higher speeds in the digital mode is constrained by the

excessive radio frequency (RF) bandwidth required and by the

path limitations already discussed.4 1 For comparison pur-

poses, this data rate is equivalent to 24 voice channels

using standard PCM techniques.

MILLIMETRE WAVES

Alchough known for some time, the use of millimetre

- ~1~£a~ ~d
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whvelengths for information transmission has only recently

tecome technologically and economically feasible, primarily

through the development of Impatt diodes and manufacturing

techniques which have made waveguide affordable. Milli-

metre-wave systems offer extremely wide bandwidths (because

of the extremely high carrier frequencies used), relative

freedom from RF interference (as this portion of the spec-
42

trum is not heavily used at present), and reasonable cost.

Millimetre-wave transmission through the atmosphere

is subject to heavy attenuation from precipitation, water

vapor, and oxygen absorption. Because of the very high path

loss experienced in air, only short distances between relay

sites are possible, usually on the order of 10 miles or

less. The nature of the path impairments is such that space

diversity is the preferred method of minimizing their

effects, with the result that two systems must be built,

effectively, in parallel.
4 3

However, the transmission of guided millimetre waves

in the frequency range 40 to 110 gHz offers considerable

promise. It is now possible to construct practical circular

waveguide for millimetre-wave transmission in the TE01

circular mode.4 4 As compared to the atmosphere, waveguide

is a very low-loss medium, with losses resulting primarily

from resistive loss in the guide walls and from standing
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sources of distortion.

Using the TE0 1 mode in circular guide, any deviation

from perfect cylindrical geometry will result in mode-

switching. This is compensated by the use of mode filters

and signal regeneration, with a resultant guide loss of

2 to 3 db/mile (without amplification). Repeaters, there-

fore, may be located at 20-mile intervals and operate at low

power levels (0.1 watt). Regeneration being a prerequisite

for practical transmission, digital modulation is virtually

obligatory for millimetre-wave transmission in waveguide.
4 5

Largely because of the large bandwidth available,

millimetre-wave systems are being extensively developed.
4 6

The economics of this medium, however, make its use cost-

effective only at very high utilization factors. As yet,

even the busiest route in the Bell System has insufficient

traffic volume to justify the installation of millimetre-

wave equipments (or their bandwidth equivalent). 47 Military

planners should bear this in mind, although the stability

and security of this medium may well be factors which out-

weigh cost-effectiveness.

In anticipation of increasing traffic demands,

millimetre-wave systems are presently being tested by the

Bell System in the United States and the Deutsche Bundespost
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in Germany. The latter system uses no repeaters for a

26-mile waveguide route and carries 500,000 voice channel

48
equivalents. The Bell system has a capacity of 240,000

voice channel equivalents and is under study for increasing

this number through signal processing techniques. Bell

officials state that an operating millimetre-wave system can

be fielded by 1978, and they expect this to become the

high-density trunking medium of the 1980's4 9 as increasing

traffic makes it more economically attractive.

OPTICAL TRANSMISSION

Available bandwidth being a direct function of

carrier frequency, optical transmission offers the promise

of a stable medium for extremely wide bandwidth service

(such as giga-bit inter-computer links). 50 The narrow beams

obtainable with lasers and the present lack of a requirement

to license the transmitter offer a high degree of privacy

as to both the content of the transmission and the very

existence of a communications system.

Although widely advertised as the ".coming thing" for

digital cormiunications, optical systems are more expensive

than millimetre-wave systems of the same bandwidth and thus

will not prove economical until much later than millimetre-

waves. The best current opinion is that optical systems
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wil not be used in operating systems prior to 1990.51 Thus

,iLoy titc_( r(t (,IincusBed further herein.

COMMON CAR'LJERS

It is frequently desirable or necessary in the DCS

to provide communications routes and services by leasing

from a common carrier. This is especially true in the

Continental United States, where the military is prohibited

by law from providing services that can be provided to the

requisite standards by common carriers. A similar situation

frequently obtains overseas as a result of agreements with

host governments concerning use of their communications

facilities.

Although common carriers use the already-described

electrical means for the transmission of information, it is

usual in the DCS to consider them as a separate medium of

communications, and that distinction is preserved here.

This treatment of the common carriers is convenient, as when

one leases circuits and services from them it is necessary

to specify many of the same items that would be specified

for a purchased system.

Foreign common carriers nearly always take the form

of a government owned or operated post and telegraph monop-

oly. 0-.tside the United States they generally adhere to
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technical standards established by the CCITT, but rate f

structures and tariffs are a national matter and vary widely

from nation to nation. For this reason foreign common

carriers are not discussed in detail herein. In the main

and within the framework of the exceptions above, everything

discussed in regard to domestic carriers applies to the

foreign carriers. As in the United States, the PTT's of

most developed nations are expanding the data transmission

networks within their countries. 52

The United States, virtually alone among the nations

of the world, permits competition in the communications

carrier field, albeit under close government regulation.

Until very recently the only true nationwide communications

systems have been those of the Bell System and General

Telephone, the former being far and away the larger. The

Carterfone decision53 and the rapidly growing demand for

data transmission services, however, have spawned several

competitors in the data transmission field, and the

announced policy of the government, as a user of these

services, is to encourage competition among the carriers.

The Bell System, by judicious insertion of digital

streams into the FDM channel or group slots, has provided

data service over its existing facilities for many years.

Thus the common denominator of data has been the
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3-kHz channel. For service requiring bandwidths beyond the

capacity of a voice channel, it was necessary to lease a

group slot or a supergroup. This system is still widely

used in the Bell System and most other telephone companies.

Typically, the carrier, in accordance with the user's speci-

fications, provides the leased circuit with all necessary

conditioning equipment.

The Bell System has found, however, that its ability

to integrate digital signals into its predominantly analog

system has become limited. As a result it has announced its

Digital Data System (DDS), which is "functionally discrete

from but physically integrated into the existing Bell System

network. 54This system is designed to accept signals at

2.4, 4.8, 9.6, or 56 kb/sec between two points, with syn-

chronization provided by the network clock. The system

neither currently provides for switched service nor is

capable of handling digitized voice. It is designed to

provide > 99.5 per cent error-free seconds or better at all

data rates.
5 5

Customers who require switched data service which

can be handled over a voice channel (up to 9.6 kb/sec, with

currently available modems) can utilize the Direct Distance

Dialing system to pass their traffic. The performance of

this network in the handling of digital traffic has steadily

!| i



for the echange of switched data in the United States.

Tariff difficulties abound with this system, however. The

minimum billing unit for the DDD system is three minutes

connection time, which is significantly more than the aver-

age data terminal connect time. Thus, use of the DDD system

for this type of information transfer results in over-

expenditure for communications than would be true if only

actual time used were billed.5 7 In addition, Bell has added

a charge of from 100 to 650 per cent over previously exist-

ing charges on the DDD net for all calls which access an

"automated information system," which has been interpreted

to mean any sort of computer.58 Thus, the cost of using the

DDD system for data transfer has become much more than was

envisioned by those users now operating over it.

in the area of digitized voice, Bell has used PCM

59
carrier in local exchange areas for more than 10 years.

Its T-1 carrier system is a 24-channel PCM system using an

8-kHz sampling rate and an 8-digit PCM word, including

signalling and synchronization. The data rate is

1.544 mb/sec. Although developed primarily for exchange

plant u5.e over telephone cable with digitized voice, it is

capable of a digital error rate on the order of 10 when

used for the transmission of externally generated data

-- ..' ..... , ....
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,t*rr-'jms. The T-l system now accounts for 25 per cent of

Bell's total exchange plant circuit miles, and this share is I
steadily growing. 61

The success of the T-1 system has led to development

and fielding of the T-2, a trunk carrier system of 96 chan-

nels capacity. The T-2 can be thought of as equivalent to

four T-l's, but its system length is up to 500 m.les, with

error rate less than 10-7 on at least 95 per cent of the

500-mile routes. 6 2 This system is presently in operational

use and is expected to displace older analog systems as they

are retired.

These digital carrier systems exhibit virtually

perfect load factors and excellent channel characteris-

tics. 63 They are compatible with all existing Bell carrier

systems at channel level and with all digital systems at

baseband. The Bell system has arranged its digital lines in

a hierarchy such that a T-1 output (1.544 mb/sec) becomes

one input of four to produce a 6.312 mb/sec rate at T-2

level. The T-2 level, in turn, becomes an input to produce

a T-3 level, and io on, as was the case with channels,

groups, supergroups, mastergroups, and jumbogroups in the

analog system.

More important to the user, however, is the ability

to access this system at any level with a data stream. At
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analog telephone channels at rates much above 9.6 kb/sec.

ilowever, the channel rate of T-l carrier is 64 kb/sec, which

can accet. a compatible data stream directly when the voice

digitizer is bypassed. This represents an efficiency

improvement of 667 per cent and saves the rental fees on

seven analog circuits which would have been required in that

mode. Further, digital channels can be stacked to provide

service rates at multiples of 64 kb/sec, quite unlike the

case with analog channels, from which the next step is a

group frequency slot.
6 5

The other major telephone company of the United

States is the General Telephone and Electronics Company

(GTE), which operates many exchange areas throughout the

country. Most of its long-distance trunking is provided by

the more extensive Bell System, with which it interfaces

quite effectively. Bell and General do not compete within

an area, so the user has no choice of systems. Because of

their extensive interface, however, virtually everything

said above about the Bell System, with the exception of the

DDS, applies equally to the General Telephone network.

Owing to this interface, the transition from the

General System to the Bell System is virtually invisible to

the user, and the equipments used are compatible. The PCM
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carrier system used in the GTE network which corresponds to

the Bell T-l is the Lenkurt 91A, which is designed for use

over cable, as is the T-1.6 6 It can reasonably be expected

chat this system will develop using the same hierarchies and

standards as the Bell System, and thus the Defense Communi-

cations Agency (DCA) can treat it as part of that system

(although not for contracting purposes, obviously).

Both Bell ana GTE are telephone system operators who

have beccme providers of data service rather by default.

The growing gap between the demands of data users for trans-

mission capacity and capability of these networks to provide

was a natural scenario for the growth of competing carriers,

and several organizations were created to provide this

service. The major competitors to the telephone systems at

present are the Western Union Telegraph Company (WU), MCI,

and DATP.'N.

Western Union, whose bread and butter is the provi-

sion of teletype service, has created a concept which

closely resembles the Bell hierarchy for the DDS, with the

exception of an added time-division multiplex (TDM) stage to

provide user services at speeds up to 1200 bps, and then

multiplex these speeds onto a 2.4 or 4.8 kb/sec DDS-style

line. Western Union presently provides 20 per cent of all

local data traffic distribution nationwide, and 36 per cent

A A1
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in 20 major cities.67 They are presently expanding this

service, which uses specialized techniques to minimize the

'1.mairments found on telephone exchange systems, to attract

still more customer interest. At the same time, WU is

upgrading and modernizing its multipoint and switching

services. 68

Although MCI and DATRAN provide local distribution,

they concentrated on the high-volume, long-distance market

initially, with switched data service to follow. These

systems are specifically designed for the transmission of

digital data and follow generally the Bell digital hierar-

chy. DATRAN, for example, uses LOS microwave exclusively

for long-haul trunking, with the links engineered for an

exceptionally high fade margin of 50 db. The systems are

transparent to the user, who must furnish whatever terminal-

provided services he desires (e.g., ARQ). Neither of these

systems provides truly uniform coverage of the nation, their

primary routes being concentrated along the routes of high-
69

est data traffic.

The primary attraction of the data carriers has been

a tariff below that offered by Bell, which has accused the

newer companies of "skimming the cream" since Bell is

required by its tariff to serve all locations in the nation

(together with the interfacing smaller companies, such as
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(IE, to form a national communications network). A recent

rate reduction by Bell for the services most popular on the

70MCI and DATRAN routes may presage the commencement of a

price competition in the provision of these services.

Provided che services themselves are neither degraded nor

discontin'ued, this can only help the consumer of the service

if it is allowed that no company will offer a tariff it

cannot continue in the long term.

MULTIPLEXING

Chapter III has indicated the effect on signal

characteristics and impairments of the various types of

multiplexing and modulation that are available. However, to

make an intelligent choice of a mode of operation of a

digital system, it is necessary to consider the means of

comparison to be used, the philosophy of multiplexing and

routing, and the need for synchronization.

COMPARISON OF MODULATION SCHEMES

Unhappily, there is no "best" modulation method for

digital systems. In addition, the comparison of competing

alternatives is fully as difficult as the comparison of

costs.

One model has been developed71 which rates the

modulation systems as a function of relative power required

j
.. 
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to produce a given SNR. The results obtained from this

model when one uses a reasonable set of assumptions for

conditions likely to obtain in the DCS are shown in

Figure 11. Given a transmission system which maintains a

given SNR, selection of the system which requires the lowest

relative power to attain that SNR after modulation/demodula-

tion implies selection of the lowest-cost system if one

assumes that the incremental cost of a given power increment

is constant for all modulating systems. Given wide use of

LSI techniques, this may be an excellent assumption in the

near future, although it is not in the case of discrete

device technology. Conversely, given a modulation system

that requires a certain power to attain the desired SNR, one

can select the least costly transmission system to provide

the desired characteristic.

72An approach used by Bennett and Davey compares the

various systems on a "figure of merit" basis by imputing

arbitrary values to the systems' noise vulnerability, com-

plexity, cost, etc. This system is inexact but considers

most of the significant variables. It may prove especially

useful when used in conjunction with a model such as that

described above.
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Vlultiplex technology originally developed as a

method to save on long-haul cable and radio installation

along parallel routes in telephone networks by increasing

the capacity of a single such path. The philosophy of its

use changed little until recently, when several investiga-

tors suggested that this approach may not be optimum for

data networks.

The largest and most inefficiently utilized invest-

ment in physical cable plant is that in a telephone system

exchange plant. 73 Considerable effort has been expended to

maximize the utilization of toll trunk facilities, but

little of this has been applied to the exchange plant. As

anyone who has one in his home knows, utilization of the

average telephone is quite low and, by extension, so is

utilization of the dedicated cable plant that connects it to

the central office.

The use of the DDD network to handle switched data

serves only to exacerbate this problem, for the nature of

these data is primarily bursts of information at relatively

high speed, separated by long intervals of waiting time

74during which no information transfer occurs. If several

data terminals in the same geographical area wish to access

the same computer simultaneously (a not-uncommon situation),
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each must be connected via its own dedicated telephone line,

will be subjected to the 3-minute billing minimum, and will

be forced to accept incredibly low efficiency on the line

while connected.

The solution to these problems is often to place

multiplex terminals close to the user, so as to more effi-

cientlv utilize the exchange plant. By the installation of

multiplexers and/or concentrators at the user end of the

circuit, utilization can be improved significantly without

incurring additional cable costs. This is significant,

especially as the rising cost of copper and the falling

price of LSI functions have combined to make digital multi-

plexers less expensive than cable runs for many lengths of

75
circuits.

A further refinement of this approach is the use of

random-access techniques to create a situation whereby

interaction is permitted among the users of a channel in

such a manner that a non-active user consumes no channel

capacity. In this instance the number of interactive users

that can be supported by a single channel under typical

loading conditions of a data terminal is approximately

76
160.

Although this study is limited to the DCS backbone,

it is significant to mention here that a major decision in
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multiplex philosophy concerns the location at which digiti-

zation of analog signals takes place within the system.

Traditionally, this has been done in the multiplex equipment

at a nodal point, after the signals have passed through a

central office and a large quantity of exchange plant cable.

It is quite likely that this is not the optimum scheme for

use in an all-digital system, especially viewed in the light

of rapidly decreasing costs for LSI devices, such that a PCM

voice encoder can now be fabricated on a single chip.
7 7

One of the primary reasons multiplex technology and

philosophy developed as they did is that until very recenzly

the complexity of the multiplex equipment made it much more

costly than the exchange plant required to connect it to a

user. This is no longer the case for circuits of more than

a few thousand feet. 78 As the voice digitizer is moved

closer to the user end of the circuit, the cost of sub-

scriber equipment rises and the cost of the exchange plant

falls as its utilization rises. The exact location of the

break-even point is extremely technology-dependent, but it

is important to locate it because the entire philosophy and

hierarchy of the network depend upon it. At least one study

has concluded that by 1980 digitization of voice at the user

instrument will be feasible. 79 That study determined fur-

ther that although such a step will more than double theL I
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cost of a telephone instrument, the overall system cost will

be reduced dr:imitically owing to savings in multiplex and

outside plant.

SYNCHRON1ZAT ON

Accurate timing is mandatory in any time-domain

system, for it is the position of the pulses in time that

conveys the desired information. As in the other areas of

multiplexing, there are several approaches to this problem.

Hierarchical clocking has been used in most TDM

systems in the past and is used in several newly developed

systems. In this scheme the system is synchronized by a

stable clock which locks less-stable clocks located at

hierarchically lower positions in the network to the master

time reference. The disadvantages of such a system are

8o
numerous:

1. The system must be extremely reliable, as a

fault can easily destroy the timing of the entire network.

2. To equalize timing delays, there is a require-

ment for a large amount of storage at each multiplex point.

3. The start-up costs are high.

4. Transmission delays must be precisely matched.

Another system, known as phase averaging, averages

the frecquencies at each location. Although less demanding

*1 0*. -~ -!
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of reliability than hierarchical clock systems, it still

requires precise control of phase and delay.81

An alternative to both the above is the use of

stable clocks at each location in the system. This approach

is feasible, and storage can be used to compensate for

delays by correcting the bit stream generated by the clock.

Only 103 bits are required daily for correction of a clock

with short-term (24-hour) stability of one part in 10
"I0

Such stability is readily attainable with atomic clocks; the

-12stability of a cesium beam standard is 1 in 10 Atomic

clocks, however, are extremely expensive, and economy

demands that they be shared between locations. This rein-

troduces che problem of reliability. Additionally, to

maintain synchronization, bits must occasionally be deleted

or added. Unless the data stream is frequently reframed,

this will cause chaos with data streams.
82

Bit stuffing is a technique Bell System developed in

an attempt to overcome the deficiencies of these synchroni-

zation systems. 8 3 Being asynchronous, it requires no syn-

chronized coder clocks, and it does not lose bits. Basi-

cally, it utilizes a line data rate somewhat lower than that

used at the multiplexing points. A coder examines the

incoming data stream, and additional bits are "stuffed" into

the signal to raise the data rate to that required by the
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multiplexer/demultiplexer (muldem). This is done according

to a prearranged scheme so that the added bits are then

removed at the output. Because of its independence of

stable clocks, bit stuffing has been adopted as the synchro-

nization system in the T-l/T-2 hierarchy.
84

A final alternative is the use of differential

coherency, whereby synchronization is derived from the

received signals without use of a separately transmitted or

generated time reference signal.
8 5

Research in the field of synchronization continues

in an effort to discover a simpler and less expensive system

than those described above. At the moment, bit stuffing

appears the most promising approach for communications

systems which must operate under adverse conditions.

QUALITY CONTROL

Criteria and standards associated with existing

systems tend to be perpetuated as the means of measuring the

efficacy of newer systems primarily because of the familiar-

ity of the standards and their use and interpretation. It

is well to reflect, however, that these standards were not

decreed from on high as absolutes but, rather, were devel-

oped over a period of time in an attempt to measure the

degree to which the system performed its design function.
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These standards reflect both the function of the system and

the means by which it accomplishes that function and, as a

result, may not be well suited for use with other, different

systems used for different functions or using different

means to the same end. Establishment of digital networks

requires reevaluation of existing system standards vis-h-vis

their appropriateness to the signals being processed.

The primary areas of quality control in communica-

tions systems are the establishment of standards, the meas-

urement of system criteria for comparison with the stan-

dards, and the procedures for instituting corrective action

in the event comparison is unsatisfactory. Independent

efforts have demonstrated that the standards and measurement

techniques presently used to evaluate analog systems are

generally inappropriate in the digital case. The implica-

tions of this research are discussed in this section.

STANDARDS

The Bell System practices and CCITT standards devel-

oped to determine the adequacy of the telephone for the

communication of analog signals were later modified to

include criteria for the transmission of digital information

in analog form. These standards are unsuitable for an

all-digital network because they measure phenomena in the
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frequency domain. They are not entirely appropriate to the

task even when mapped into the time domain.

System standards must be appropriate to the require-

mencs of vhe terminal equipment connected to the system.

They trust also provide an overall measure of quality for the

majority of users; in other words, not be established at the

level of the most demanding user on an arbitrary basis.

Users who require service above the normal system standards

should be required to provide the means to attain that

service, either through special engineering of their circuit

or through their terminal equipment.
86

Research has shown that bit error rate is a suitable

performance measurement for most purposes. The error rate

requirements of the various types of military communica-

tions, however, are quite different:
8 7

1. Digitized voice intelligibility is practically

independent of bit error rate until the rate approaches

, at which point intelligibility decreases rapidly, with

speech becoming poor at an error rate of 10- I

2. The accuracy of teletype transmission is limited

by the physical accuracy of the teletypewriter machines used

to terminate the circuit, which is an error rate of approxi-

mately 2 x 10

3. Similarly, the error required for communications



betw,:een computers, or between terminals and computers, is

1iiitod [/ the nccuracy of the least accurate machine on the

1iil. 'ihe irternil error rate of computers is in the range

of 5 x 1 ,  which is considerably lower than can be

provided by existing communications systems.

It is seen, then, that only in the case of computer-

to-computer communications is the communications channel the

limiting factor in attainable error rate. Inasmuch as

reducing the error rate is an expensive process, analysis is

proceeding on the use of forward and re-arward error-

correction schemes that will permit the attainment of a

lower effective error rate than provided by the bare chan-

nel. 8 Coding also is expensive, and much of this work is

directed toward locating the break-even point between coding

and channel refinement.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The accurate measurement of an analog channel

requires the determination of at least 13 different parame-

ters and a detailed analysis of their synergistic effect
90

upon the communications quality of the channel. This is

clearly noL the best solution, but it has evolved as more

and more requirements were levied upon the telephone system.

It will be recalled from the discussion of signal

JA
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characteristics in Chapter III that the channel characteris-

tics which most severely affect the digital signal are SNR

and phase distortion. From the above discussion, it is seen

that bit error rate is also a parameter of primary concern.

Research has shown that these parameters, in fact, can be

used to describe the performance of a digital channel quite

accurately. It has also been shown that SNR and instantane-
91

ous error probability are related, as shown in Figure 12.

By using the pulse-to-average ratio (PAR) measure-

ment technique, the determination of channel characteristics

is possible much more rapidly than with separate measure-

ments. It is possible to automate the PAR measurements and,

therefore, increase the speed of circuit evaluation. PAR

results have been shown to have a correlation of 0.96 with
92

envelope delay and circuit loss performance, which makes

this a valuable and accurate analysis tool.

The other characteristic of primary importance is a

bit error rate. It has been shown, however, that the common

method o- specifying error rate is not entirely suitable, as

the probability of an error is not independent of the occur-

rence of a preceding error unless the intervening time is

very lon. Ic has also been demonstrated that the distri-

bution of errors on operating circuits is non-uniform in

time, wit?, errors tending to occur in bursts. Average
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Fig. 12. --Correlation of signal-to-noise
ratio and error probability for a typical
medium-speed voiceband data set.
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figures, therefore, are misleading, for one study results

indicate tha[ 65 per cent of their 200,000 bit messages were

trInsmittvd ,tireey crror-free, but the remaining 35 per

cent were corrupted by many errors per message.95

I is possible to determine the performance of a

digital channel under load by counting the number of errors

that occur. This procedure is used for quality monitoring

in the T-i system and can be arranged to provide dedicated

monitoring of a single channel, shared monitoring of several

channels, or a slow-scan monitoring of an entire channel

bank.9 6  The decision depends primarily upon the urgency of

knowing the characteristics of a given channel. DATRAN uses

a similar system, comparing errors received on each path, to

determine when to activate its link-diversity switch.
97

At present, the prediction of error probability as a

function of time is inexact, and considerable study contin-

ues. A more precise model of this phenomenon will enable

the design of significantly lower-error communications

systems through the use of adaptive techniques. Several

proposed intuitive models of the error model lack valida-

tion. 98

FAULT DETECTION, ISOLATION, AND REPAIR

Current technical control and fault detection
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procedures rest primarily on the receipt of a customer

99compl:iint ;is the genesis of corrective action. This is

inadequate in the present analog system, but no true alter-

native exists. Owing to the nature of the signals transit-

ing the system, for instance, it is not possible to accu-

rately monitor in-service channels for quality on voice

links. Continuation of the present system of fault detec-

tion into a digital transmission system can lead only to net

service degradation.

Fortunately, alternatives are available--and even

obligatory--in the digital mode of operation. It is possi-

ble, as discussed above, to monitor the data stream on

channels in service and thereby provide an alarm or an

automatic reaction to a circuit failure or degradation that

is beyond predefined limits. Similarly, automated PAR

measurements may be taken on circuits during short out-of-

service periods (on the order of seconds in duration) to

identify trends circuit quality. These techniques, together

with a variety of signal routing capabilities, offer the

system designer the ability to utilize automatic, adaptive

technical control to maintain the integrity and quality of

the net under all but the most catastrophic circumstances.

The same group of techniques can automatically locate the

fault and thus save considerable time in that step.

- & a m -.
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Adaptive technical control is expensive, so the benefits to

be obtained therefrom must be balanced against the cost.

Manual testing techniques are in much more general

use, particularly among the common carriers. Bell discov-

ered soon after the installation of the first T-1 systems

that conventional fault isolation techniques were unsuited

to digital lines and were frequently responsible for the

removal of good electronic equipment owing to the inadequacy

of the test used to evaluate it.100 It was also found that

the use of standard repetitive patterns for digital circuit

testing (such as the "fox" test used in teletype) often

provided spurious error indications, and the only suitable

procedure for testing has been to develop a test set which

generate- a pseudo-random bit stream that effectively simu-
101

lates the PCM bit stream. Both Bell and GTE have produc-

tion test sets which perform these functions, but, in spite

of careful human engineering, these sets still require

considerable skill on the part of operating personnel in

order to properly interpret their outputs in terms of system

faults.

SWITCHING

Irrespective of the manner by which they are con-

trolled internally, all telephone system switches currently
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in operational use are designed to accept only analog sig-

nals at their input/output ports. These switches utilize

space-diversity switching almost exclusively, primarily

using electromechanical switches to interconnect cir-

cuits. I02 The impact of this fact is that digital signal

streams, prior to entering such a switch (that is to say,

any switch), must first be converted to analog form and then

reconverted to digital form at the output. Although theo-

retically an infinite number of such conversions is possi-

ble, the number is limited in practice by quantizing noise

accumulation and jitter, thereby placing a finite limit on

the number of nodal switching points which may be utilized

in a digital system. Owing to the considerable capital

investment represented by these switching systems, this

103
condition will persist for a number of years.

The Bell System has designed and built a prototype

all-electronic, digital-mode switching system, the Number 4

Electronic Switching System (ESS), which is presently being

installed for operational testing in an operating company.

This switch, if proved successful, will become the primary

toll switching system within the Bell System and will gradu-

ally replace existing electromechanical switches and the

digitally controlled analog mode Number 1 ESS, now the

104standaro Bell System switch. This progress should be of
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signilticant iterest to the DCS, for the present Automatic

Voice Network (AUTOVON) switch is a 4-wire version of the

i 0';
Number I aISS, 0ind a conversion to all-digital mode could

X70rv" poS.Liy proceed from the development of the Number 4

ESS in a 4-wire configuration.

ROUT ING

The philosophy of circuit and message routing, as

discussed earlier in this chapter, was developed from the

requirements of the users and the technology at hand to meet

those requirements. The advent of digital communications

systems offers an opportunity to alter these methods in view

of this new technology and user requirements, and several

researchers have considered this possibility. Two of the

more promising approaches are presented below.

PIERCE LOOPS

j. R. Pierce recently proposed a ring network for

106
the transmission of data blocks. The general form of

such a network is shown in Figure 13, which contains A, B,

and C types of modules. These are standard modules, and

they perform the following functions:

A is a clock/buffer module that is used to time and

close the loop. One is required per loop.

is the entry/exit module. It is used to enter or

i, . . . .. . .... . . .. . .. . .. .. ... . ... ]
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remo\e data blocks from the loop and is the means by which

users are connected to the system.

c is the block used to transfer blocks from one loop

of the network to another loop.

The operation of this network is quite simple. A

direction of traffic flow is defined, and each data block

entered onto a loop flows in that direction around the loop

until it reaches the destination for which it is intended.

As each data block is addressed internally, each module can

examine the block as it arrives. A block not intended for a

module is passed on to the next module. If it is intended

for that module, it is removed from the loop and transferred

to the output side of the module, which is either a user or

another loop. Hierarchies can be designated among these

loops to permit routing by means of derivative addressing,

as is presently done in the Automatic Digital Network (AUTO-

DIN) and in military telegraph networks. In the event of a

busy condition at the destination module, the block is

passed around the ring again until it can be accepted.

The ring network, or Pierce Loop, as it has been

dubbed, has a number of advantages for data block transmis-

sion. Switching and routing are simple and make use of

standard modules. The system adapts to line speed, and

neither synchronization nor special modulation formats are
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required between interconnected loops. The block formatted

dat., are quite easy to synchronize within the loop, and the

system provides rapid delivery of data blocks.

The use of this network in experimental situations

has shown the concept to provide for "simple but conven-
n10 7

ient' interconnection of computers or telephone carrier

equipments (T-1 systems). 108 As programming is not diffi-

cult, the system is gaining favor for further study.

The primary disadvantage of the Pierce Loop is that

under heavy-traffic conditions stations tend to band into

classes, with the high-volume users tending to "hog" the

network to the exclusion of the low-volume classes of
109

users. This situation can be overcome by appropriate

network controls at a sacrifice in programming simplicity.

PACKET SWITCHING

A somewhat similar system of switching data blocks,

or packets, has been developed. Known as packet switching,

it does not depend upon a ring network but is adaptable to

virtually any form of network configuration. A nation-wide

computer network, sponsored by the Advanced Research Proj-

ects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense, uses packet

switching and operates as described in the extract that

follows.
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The bzaltic design of a packet-switching network, as exemplified

by tt ARIPANE'T, cons i,;ts of a collection of geographically dis-

1101-:Wd IP II I iM) Le~ 'n-CZ I Vd ih f(PJ'o(- mre.(Q( 0 1 Y1rCO SO rS (I MP'S)
luoe ,', nethd b, m.iy 5-kilobit/second (kb/s) leased lines. An

IMP ;,ccepts traffic from a computer attached to it called a host,

form:.- it into packets, and routes it toward Its destination over

one ,,c te 50-kb lines tted to that IMP. Each IMP in the network

rece~ins. a packet examines the header and, making a new routing

decision, passes it on towards its destination, possibly through

severa intermediate IMi's. Thus, a packet proceeds from IMP to IMP

in making its way to its destination. The destination IMP collects

the packets, reformats them into messages in the proper sequence,

and submits them to the destination host computer. Throughout the

process, each IMP checks the correctness of each packet by means of

both hardware- and software-based error-control techniques. If the

packet is received incorrectly due to a transmission error on the

line, the IMP does not acknowledge receipt and the preceding IMP

must retransmit the packet, perhaps over a different path. Because

the network uses high-speed transmission lines and short packets,

and all data is stored in high-speed primary memory in the IMPs (as

opposed to disk drives and other secondary storage devices) average

end-to-end transit delay for a packet is 0.1 second.
11 0

Packet switching is attractive largely because of

the advantage it offers the users by resource-sharing. For

the current subscribers to the ARPANET, a cost reduction of

three-to-one has been achieved by means of packet switching

as compared to acquisition of computing equipment at each

user location to perform the same functions now performed

via APNAET.

The use of packet switching permits high reliability

through the use of adaptive network techniques and automatic

alternate routing, and also enables the network to allocate

cotrunicacion bandwidth dynamically as required, rather than

utilizing preassigned bandwidths designed for either the
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busy hour or average load.il

On. ol the primary attractions of packet switching

and i'iercc Loops i-or data transmission is their economic

aiI\aL~t;: c ovr alternative solutions. Although quite sensi-

tive to computing costs, packet switching permits the con-

struction of a network in which there is virtually no corre-

lation of cost and distance, rates depending rather upon the
112

volume of traffic. The success of the ARPANET has caused

considerable attention to be directed to packet switching,

and, together with the Pierce Loop, this may well become the

keystone of a new networking concept for digital transmis-

s ion.

INTERFACING

The requirement to interconnect many communications

systems in order to create a circuit demands a rational and

efficient approach to the problem of interfacing. So far,

little significant progress has been made in this direction.

The history of analog communications is rife with examples

of systems which could not be interconnected due to lack of

prior coordination on standards and which then required

elaborate redesign or interfacing. 113 One would hope that

this situation could be avoided with digital transmission,

but there are already many characteristics used in operating

.5 * ~ ---- ... I
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PCM systems (see Fig. 14).ll4

IE is not necessary that all systems operate under

identical standards, as many of these differences represent

design r;easures to optimize the particular system for the

network in which it is used. In fact, too-early standardi-

zation may be actually undesirable since it would tend to

force the long-haul standards, the requirements for which

are not presently known, to conform to the known short-haul
115

requirements. It is desirable, however, to minimize

differences that are difficult or impossible to reconcile at

the interface.

The digitization of the DCS will require the opera-

tion of both PCM and FDM segments for some time, as has been

discussed previously. For technical reasons, it is desira-

ble to minimize the interconnections at voice frequency and

to perform this at baseband. There are, therefore, three

cases to be considered.

1. PCM-PCM: Theoretically most advantageous, the

direct interconnection of PCM systems at baseband requires

great attention to timing and frame alignment. This is

further conplicated by the absence of a standard hierarchy

of digital channel arrangement. Coding problems also arise

in this case.

2. nDm-PCm: The coding of FDM groups into PCM

Lim
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Value Number Value Number

of of of of
Parameter Parameter Systems Parameter Parameter Systems

Sa- iphing rate. kH/ 8 All (22) Degree of approxima- 7 :,sgments or less 5

Numter of quantiza- 27 tion 9 '-fments, 3.2:3:3 1
13 sogments I

ton steps 128 19 13 segments, slope 4
1 ratio 2

256 1 0 segments, slope 1

Channels per frame 24 18 ratio power of 2
30 2 Continuous 7

K1 1 03
48 1 Encoding characteris- Log, A = 87.6 4

Time slots per frame 24 15 tics Log, A = 114 1
25 3 Log. --= 100 9
30 1 Log, 3
32 2 Derived digitally in ter- 1
48 1 nary

Frames per multitframe 1 4 Hyperbolic, X = 20 1

3 1 3

4 10 Synchronization 0 10
8 3 method G 5

6/12 1 Out frame 6
16/32 1 Bipolar violation 1

0 2 Signaling method First in slot 10

Ditgts per time stot and 7. SB I Time sharing 1
code at interface 8. B 10 Eighth in slot 10

8. SB 10 Out slot 1
10, T 1 Load capacity, dBm 0 1

Gross digit rate, kHz 1536 9 +2 9
1544 6 +3 7
1500 3 +4 3
1792 .1 +5 2
1920 1
2560 1 Legend

3072 1 -Not yet decided A characteristic:
Companong advantage 18.8 1 B-Straight binary Ax

SBD-Symmetrical binary Y 1+ 1-A 0 v V/A
24.1 5 T-Binary coded ternary I1- log Ax V/A < v < V

25 1 D-Distributed I + log A

26 8 G-Bunched charartetistic:

26.5 1 )6 characteristic: log (I + P.x)

26.8 4 Y- (I +)X ogG + M)

* 
2

Fig. 14.--Fundamental parameters of 22 pulse code

modulation systems in various countries. (Franklin &
Law, p. 54.)

~~.WANG*
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requires 50 per cent more digital capacity than would be

require( Eor the same number of channels coded originally

into PCN, but this scheme is feasible in practice.

3. ;rm-')v: On present systems, the coding of PCM

onto an F'1M system wastes much of the dynamic range of the

analog system and is believed to be useful only for short-

distance applications. Using extremely wideband systems

with low SNR, however, this could prove to be a valuable

technique.

It can be seen from the above that no problem will

arise in making PCM-PCM interconnections within a system

provided adequate timing accuracy exists, but serious prob-

lems can arise at the interface to another system. Other

areas which require close attention in the development of

interfacing plans are compatibility of coders and decoders,

synchronization, slot changing and frame structure of the

117
PCN signal, and signalling.

The DCA has already established the standards for

PGC in the DCS as follows:
1 18

1. Sampling rate: 8 kHz.

2. PCM word length: 8 bits, NRZ Code.

3. Signalling: "In-band," utilizing pulse-robbing

of the least significant bit of every sixth word.

4. Bit rate: channel, 64 kb/s; gross, 1536 kb/s.
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5. Encoding characteristic (best fit): Logarith-

mic. MU - 255.

Ch iwls per frame: 24.

2. Sii.;al-to-quantizing noise ratio: 36 db.

Thus it may be seen from the above that interfacing

will be an important requirement in any system which con-

nects to either of the DCS primary interfaces: commercial
119

carriers and tactical systems. Further complicating the

specification of these interfaces overseas is the lack of

standards on measurement techniques and units of measure-
120

ment. Much coordination is needed in the area of stan-

dards and interface specifications, but it must be done at a

level well above the DCA, by international agreement. As it

appears unlikely that any sweeping agreements of this sort

are soon forthcoming, the interfacing problem is best

regarded as a problem to be reckoned with and not one that

is capable of being designed out of the system.

SCRAMBLERS

The internal design of many PCM systems is such that

repetition of certain pulse sequences can disrupt the system

timing. In addition, other sequences may cause power spec-

tra distributions which adversely affect adjacent chan-

nels. 12  As it is desirable to furnish the customer with as

* ..-
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no.irly trnsparent an interface to the system es possible,

many carrifers have incorporated into their systems scram-

bling devices to cause the line bit stream to be pseudo-

random regardless of the user input. Such devices, it is

noted, are not unlike cryptographic equipment.

Although the use of scramblers eliminates the prob-

lems of nonuniform spectral power distribution, the device,

owing to the nature of the randomizing process, is suscepti-

ble to generation of multiple output errors upon receipt of

a single input error.1 22 By extension, it is seen that

tandem connection of several scramblers can produce a chain

reaction that will generate very many errors at the ultimate

destination as a result of only a single error early in the

connection.

COST MODELS

One of the more important characteristics of a

communications system is the cost of its procurement and

operation. Unfortunately, this is also one of the most

difficult characteristics to determine accurately. Operat-

ing costs can vary widely as a function of location, person-

nel skill, system loading, and accounting procedures. The

model utilized to estimate costs must be valid, a condition

difFicJt to prove or disprove for yet-unbuilt systems.

,. 7
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Finally, if comparisons are to be made between systems, the

measurement of costs must be made on a normalized basis that

has been derived from an examination of systems designed to

perform essentially the same function.

Considerable research into system cost models has

revealed several approaches to the problem, all valid within

the assumptions of the model. Figure 15 is the model

selected for transmission media. 123 It was chosen because

the assumptions on which it was based seem reasonable in the

DCS context, because it presents comparisons on a normalized

basis, and because of its general nature.

The systems used as sources for the results in

Figure 15 are wideband (approximately 6 mHz). The curves

reflect the impact of both fixed (e.g., procurement) and

variable (e.g., operation and maintenance) costs expressed

in 1970 dollars. The most significant factor, however, is

not the absolute cost reflected but the incremental cost

between systems, for it is this that represents the decision

variable. In the absence of a technological breakthrough

that would significantly reduce the cost of a given system

vis-A-vis the others, the relative positions of the curves

are unlikely to shift substantially.

Inspection of the data in Figure 15 reveals several

things:
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1. For systems of 200 miles or less in length,

leas' of o wideband channel from a connon carrier is less

o'St Iv th11n construction and operation of an equivalent

owned system.

2. Coaxial cable is never less costly than micro-

wave, but for systems of 20 to 30 miles in length the

increased stability of that medium may outweigh its slightly

increased price.

3. The normalized cost of satellite communications

decreases as the number of satellite users increases. As

users are added, however, the incremental savings decrease

as follows:

User Increase
From To Incremental Savings

2 4 $125/month/mile/mHz

4 6 $26/month/mile/mHz

4. For systems in excess of 200 miles, the use of

satellites results in the lowest achievable system cost,

especially for multiple use of the satellite.

A communications system is composed of more than

merely transmission media. Packet switching depends upon

the different rates of cost reduction in computing and

communications for its existence.124  The trends in costs in

both these areas are shown in Figure 16. Although the cost
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of packet switching can never be less than the sum of com-

puting and cotrmiunications, as computing costs drop rapidly,

the cost can approach the pure communications cost quite

closely. The curves in Figure 16 consider only the incre-

mental costs of transmitting large quantities of data, not

the entire cost of communications. The "B" portion of

Figure 16 shows the further decrease expected in packet-

switching costs as a result of decreased communications

costs resulting from domestic satellite use.

Again, it is the relative positions of the curves of

Figure 16 which are most important, not the absolute costs.

A general interpretation of these curves is also possible

and is expressed in the following extract:

Except for the numerical absolute scale numbers, it is entirely
representative of the costs associated with any system that util-
izes both communications and computing components in a fixed ratio!

T he communications segment is only a small fraction of the
-,\c:all system, the crossover will be much later in time, but the
identical shape will be preserved. Thus . . . as time passes the

costs will become more and more dominated by communications.
12 5

The importance of this lies in the need to pursue further

system refinements in order to minimize total system cost in

either or both of the components of computing and communica-

tions.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the model

of the Defense Communications System (DCS) presented in

Chapter II, in the light of the technical and economic

considerations presented herein, to determine whether

answers to the questions of Chapter I can be deduced from

those data. Chapter V also addresses areas which the writer

believes are worthy of further investigation in an experi-

mental setting and which have not, to his knowledge, been

suggested elsewhere.

As stated at the outset, it is impossible to be

exhaustive in any study in this area; there are too much

data and knowledge is progressing too rapidly. However, it

is essential to examine the goals and objectives of the DCS

and then to attempt to determine the best means by which to

attain them. In this regard, it is wise to bear in mind a

Parkinson's-type Law of Real-Time Systems: "If a communica-

tions-based system is sufficiently complex, it is installed

before it is designed ' 'I The DCS is in very real danger of

134
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just such a fate unless its aims are firmly stated in the

near future.

BENEFITS OF DIGITIZATION

Feasons underlying the move to introduce digital

signals into the DCS were stated in Chapter I. In view of

the data examined since that point, it can be stated that

these reasons, as detailed below, are sound.

1. Increased data handling capability is inherent

in a digital-based system, for it has been shown that the

efficiency of analog channels operating as digital informa-

tion carriers is much inferior to the efficiency of digital

channels. Furthermore, digital channels can be tailored

more easily to the requirements of the data user for traffic

volume, either by sub-allocation of a portion of a pulse

code modulation (PCM) frame2 or by allocation of more than

one channel. These options do not exist in the analog

system, which drives efficiency further downward in that

transmission mode.

2. Encryption of voice signals is facilitated by

ci;ital transrrission, as the PCM process encodes voice into

dgital fcr, taat is acceptable to encryption devices with-

out further modification. As all present encryption devices

are digital machines, this is a significant advantage which

.5
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ShouId permit widespread use of secure voice in the DCS.

lowever, reforring to the model of Figure 2 (page 27) , if

conversations are to be switched from one node to another

utilizing present technology, it is apparent that there are

two cases of interest concerning routing. In the first

case, routing information is not enciphered but either is

used to establish a circuit path for enciphered speech which

follows or is added to the enciphered speech according to a

prearranged pattern to permit automatic routing through

digital nodes. This approach, which amounts to automation

of the existing call establishment procedure used in the

Automatic Secure Voice System (AUTOSEVOCOM), is technically

feasible. The advantage of such an approach is the mainte-

nance of speech security end-to-end; the disadvantage is

that traffic flow and routing information are not encrypted

and are thus susceptible to being intercepted. In the

second case, routing information is enciphered with the

speech, which necessitates decryption at each node to

extract the data needed to route the call. This approach

provides traffic-flow security but does not maintain voice

security within the nodes. Lack of internal node voice

security could prove to be a serious problem, especially in

overseas ,e,,s.

Weighing the capabilities of present cryptographic

A... .. . , --
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0qu ipmnwnts :1n1 the o'nMpiexity inherent: in the equipment

rcquired to operate with unenciphered routing data, it

appears that the more desirable course of action is the use

of enciphered routing information and maintenance of ade-

quate physical security at nodal points. In either case,

the elimination of numerous interfaces in the secure speech

path which occurs in a digital network greatly improves

signal quality and reduces equipment costs.

3. Increased signal quality over longer distances

of built-up connections will be provided by a digital sys-

tem, as shown by the experience of commercial carriers that

have adopted the digital system for this reason. Given the

DCS standards, it is reasonable to expect that on the

12,000-mile reference circuit an overall signal-to-noise

ratio (SNP.) of 30 db can be attained on the majority of

circuits, especially with a signal-to-quantizing noise ratio

of 36 db.

4. A corollary benefit of digitization is lower

norralized communications costs. It can be seen from Fig-

ure 16 (page 132) that as more of the system can be moved

from the comrr.unications component into the computing compo-

nent, a !cwer normalized communications cost can be real-

ized. Coupled with the inherently greater efficiency of

digital systers in handling digital signals, this can
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procuce sigjnificant savings. In fact, one study has con-

elUded tL.It retention of the present analog DCS will cost

approxirmaLely 20 per cent more than gradual conversion to

digital, even excluding the effect of lower operating costs

with a digital system.
3

EFFECT ON THE SYSTEM

An examination of Figure 2 (page 27) reveals that

the overall transfer function of any path between several

nodes, as path A-D-C-B, depends upon the transfer functions

of the links between each pair of nodes. Since these trans-

fer functions are complex, it can be demonstrated mathemati-

cally that the overall transfer function of the built-up

path is the vector sum of the several link transfer func-

tions. Thus, for the example,

"IADCL w,t) = F1 (W,t) + F6 (w,t) + F4(W,t).

The im.portance of this fact arises in the case of

tar.dem connections that involve more than one type of trans-

mission medium. The nature of the transfer function of each

ty!De of media has been previously discussed. However, the

tandem connection of several of these can result in an

extremely complex route transfer function which is beyond

the capability of the equalization equipment of the termi-

natlrng system to accommodate. This is not an unlikely
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possibility, as system equalizers are understandably

desigined :o minimize the idiosyncrasies of that system.

Thus, even thou.g;h equ.ilizat-ion is not generally utilized in

the analog net.,or , it may become necessary to do so at

interface points with digital systems, owing to the greater

sensitivity of the latter to such impairments as phase

distortion. A better solution would be to equalize each

link end-to-end. This will very probably be required in an

all-digital system, but do do so in an analog system section

that is soon to be replaced is not cost-effective on the

general scale.

A similar problem arises when hybrid system opera-

tion is considered. The feasibility of hybrid operation of

digital and analog mode on the same path has been proved by

commercial carriers, as discussed. However, the DCS util-

izes a greatar number of transmission media than the commer-

cial carriers, and their capability co accept hybrid base-

bands, as has been shown, varies widely. Referring once

again to the model (page 27), an interconnection of Link AB

(line-of-sight (LOS) microwave) and Link BD (coaxial cable)

will pose no serious problem in this regard. However, a

connection of Link AB and Link AD (tropospheric scatter)

will be virtually impossible in the hybrid mode because

Link Al) is incapable of operating in that manner. A similar

WI
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'ituiLion would obtain if Link AD were routed via satellite.

'hus, the -;yst.ein designer must choose with great care the

ro!te:4 on which digital service is to be inaugurated, lest

enr ie cate}Yories of tandem connections become impossible or

at least inpracticable. In those cases where such a connec-

tion is mandatory, a careful decision must be made as to the

metho'd of modulation to be used for the transmission of the

alien" baseband over the intermediary link.

An inspection of Figure 2 (page 27) shows that the

failure of a single link need not result in the diminution

of traffic between nodes if the links providing alternate

paths are capable of handling the traffic that the failed

link previously carried. Although this may appear self-

evident, it is often lost sight of in the general sense. If

the Link AD is a satellite path and Links AB and AC are

tropc, a failure of Link AD will require the passage of its

traffic via che other two. Being tropo links, however, they

may not possess sufficient bandwidth to accept all of this

traffic, thereby requiring a reduction in traffic capabil-

ity. This condition will be exacerbated during the hybrid

period of DCS operation for the reasons discussed above, and

very careful system planning will be required to minimize

this problem.

It has been noted that all switching centers in the

, LI
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DCS have analog input/output ports. Much ado has been made

N'S t:o the interfacing requirements this will generate as

linlks are converted to digital mode. However, most of the

switching done in the network is at VF, which requires a

demultipiexing of the baseband prior to switching whether

the link is digital or analog. Thus, the demultiplexer

becomes the interface device. In the case of the Automatic

Digital Network (AUTODIN), however, the analog interface is

a nuisance which restricts data transfer rates to that

attainable over voice channels. 4 There is, therefore, a

strong temptation to engineer digital systems between AUTO-

DIN switches at an early stage, with little regard for the

other traffic on the same route. This may not prove to be

the best overall utilization of resources, irrespective of

the improvement in AUTODIN efficiency, when one considers

that less than 5 per cent of the DCS circuits are AUTODIN

access lines and trunks. 5  In general:

As long as voice traffic predominates, the economics inherent in

iarge cross-sections may reduce the channel cost for data transmis-
sion on analog systems to levels well below the costs derived from
a small cross-section digital system.

Eowever, as the percentage of digital traffic in the DCS

rises, this becomes less and less valid, so the decision as

to direct interconnection of ALTODIN centers by digital

systems is as much a function of time as of technology.
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The advent of an all-digital DCS can be expected to

improve significantly the ability of the Defense Communica-

tions Agency (DCA) to manage the system. Digital switches

are capable of extracting management and status information

concurrently with processing traffic and transmitting this

to an operations center. At that point, trained personnel

could make decisions as to the routing of traffic, the

maintenance of areas of the network, etc. In routine

instances these decisions could be delegated to a computer,

thus permitting true management by exception to be used.

Further, accurate system statistics would also be readily

available on a near real-time basis, thus permitting both

better management and collection of better historical data.

Although such an automated management system will be costly,

the improvements it would permit could well exceed its cost

by several times. In the absence of any meaningful cost

data on the DCS, however, it is difficult to evaluate this

alternative with any degree of accuracy, and the determina-

tion of actual DCS operating costs should be the target of

early investigation.

The use of such networks as have been discussed,

especially packet-switched networks, makes possible wide-

spread use of adaptive network routing. In adaptive rout-

ing, the path to be followed by a given data packet is a
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function of the instantaneous status of the network, and the

SccJuential packets of a message may travel to taeir destina-

t-ikci for rcassembly by quite varied routes, depending upon

the traffic load and link continuity of the system as they

transit it. This technique is capable of yielding extremely

high reliability, but it demands close control of the net-

won t, either by a central authority or by a strict set of

rules, else packets can easily orbit the network and magnify

local discontinuities. Adaptive routing complements system

management by exception, for, if properly programmed, it

permits the human manager to concentrate on the truly cata-

strophic occurrences while routinely taking care of the

routine matters. It also permits much higher average utili-

zation of system links since unused links, even if they do

not represent the shortest physical route to the destina-

tion, are immediately sensed and made available for traffic.

The assumption of increasing DCS data traffic has

been accepted throughout this paper as valid. However, the

source of that traffic has not been well defined. It is

likely, based upon the experience of the civilian sector,

that nuch of this demand originates with users who do not

hav:e s&fficient volume to warrant a full-time circuit.

Under current DCS policy there is no way to obtain data

service other than by a dedicated circuit. The variable is
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,ransmission speed; the lower the subscriber volume, the

low.:r the transmission speed authorized, from 150 baud to

2400 baud. It seems beneficial to permit the use of the DCS

switched neLwork for the transmission of data by these

low-volume users, as is done in the commercial networks.

The advent of digital transmission would facilitate such a

step for both the system and the user by minimizing the

terminal equipment required to interface the equipment to

the line.

Because of the unpredictability of the characteris-

tics of a switched circuit assemblage, adaptive equalization

is required for data transmission at speeds much above

600 baud. However, the technology of adaptive equalization

is now well developed and is available in several commercial

modems for use on analog channels. Although it would be

possible to institute such service immediately, it is con-

siderecl unwise owing to the difficulty of controlling the

amount of data traffic in the system at any given time and,

hence, the system power loading.

Another situation that frequently occurs is a clus-

ter of iow-volume users within a relatively small geographi-

cal arei. The data presented earlier in the paper have

stressed tne value of maximizing the utilization of the line

connecting' data sets to computers or to one another, yet-a __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
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current ipolicy requires a separate line for each user. A

mne;isure hit could be undertaken at once, without waiting

for digit izat:ion, is to locate data concentrators and/or

mulziplexers it the user end of the access line. This would

involve allocating only sufficient access lines to handle

the peak load and allowing the concentrator to maintain the

utilization of that access line at a high level. The result

of such an approach would be improved service at lower unit

cost.

ECONOMICS

Although system cost, per se, is not likely to be

the overriding factor in considering options for the DCS, it

cannot be ignored. Especially in recent years, the Congress

has demanded detailed economic analysis of alternatives, and

there is no reason to expect that to be waived in this

instance. Two primary questions come to mind in the subject

of costs and conversion to all-digital transmission within

the DCS. 1"ft, are the underlying assumptions that drive

the cost estimates valid? Second, can the country afford an

all-digital DCS?

In geiheral, the cost models presented herein have

assumed a constant decrease in the cost of digital compo-

nents. in the past, this trend has been the case. There is
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reasoni to bolieve at this time that within the next decade

furliiwr pro),re..s in miniaturization and efficiency of solid

st.itc' dt'VicO; will become limited by the laws of physics,

no, by tccho'.v. If this prediction be true, the rate of

digiLal component cost decline will slow markedly and a new

balance will be required between communications and computer

comoonents of the system. This occurrence would most likely

drive do%,m the cost of communications through application of

added resea3rch effort, with the resultant cost of the system

being still reduced in time, albeit at a slower rate than is

current lv predicted.

The question of affordability is beyond the realm of

technical aJvance; it lies, rather, in the field of poli-

tics. The Department of Defense can afford whatever the

Congress will authorize it to purchase, not a jot more. For

this reason it behooves the planners of the digital DCS to

consider the climate into which they must launch their

proposal. At the present time the Army has programmed the

acquisition of no fewer than five major weapons systems,
8

with programmed expenditures of billions of dollars over the

next 10 to 15 years. The Air Force and Navy are in similar

circumstances. Given a choice between modernizing weapons

systems or communications systems, the Congress is likely to

choose the former if history can be a guide to the future.

iI
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I LL, 4 ( i-. di i li ctilt to ima ine the Secrel ry of Defense

rin; i ,iii thwi , w o i lp 1.,io i.; ced ed less than a new

DC $

A i.rtner complication results from the separation

of operational direction of the DCS (which lies with DCA)

and implementation responsibility (which lies with the

services). Entirely too frequently in the past DCA has not

provided sufficient planning data to the services to permit

orderly budgeting of communications system additions. The

result of such non-coordination is frequently an intraser-

vice competition for resources between the requirements DCA

imposes and the needs of that service for its own tactical

comr,munications equipment and weaponry. In such a contest

the DCS usually finishes second. For as long as the separa-

tion of functions persists within the DCS, this writer

believes it is certain the services will regard the system

as an "outside" competitor for resources and will devote

little service initiative toward accomplishment of DCS

goals, Such a situation works to the detriment of the

system and must be realistically assessed as a factor in any

major changes to the system.

Alternatives exist which make the digitization of

the DCS m,,ore palatable politically than is presently the

cs. and; they should be considered as part of the system

L ......... , , ,,
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1, [. Ti i :; ibotli poli ti cally and economically sound.

1'11,c I ' , i lit ie: ' 1 1c i , ; : ilo o t

I i1au-;imci as conversion from analog Lo digital is

confidentl1 y expected to reduce costs, it should be possible

to put the conversion on a "pay-as-you-go" basis after an

in4tial appropriation for equipment. This would require an

extended hybrid period and a reduction in the rate of addi-

tion of DCS subscribers as compared to the fully-funded

phased conversion.

2. Analog equipment no longer required in the DCS

can be sold under the Military Assistance Program, with the

funds so obtained to be utilized for purchase of new equip-

ment. This can be used either instead of or in conjunction

with the scheme above, but it would require enabling legis-

lation.

3. The digital equipment to be used in the DCS can

be procured off-the-shelf from a commercial manufacturer in

the United States. This would require alteration of the

announced DCS digital standards, modification of the equip-

ment, or both; however, the economies of scale should reduce

the equipment costs significantly as compared to a milita-

rized system.

". The DCS can incorporate the remaining federal
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&~n:iui1carIIS - YljtVMS to p17oVide greater communications

OcoMy ;wnJ m ,anagement efficiency. The present systems

01tenl dIuI)ic;)tC facilities, as witness the recent General

Services Pdn'inistration (GSA) expenditure of $100 million

for a packet-switched data nietwork to satisfy part of the

next decade's growth requirement in non-military government

comno-r aicat ions.9



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

SUMMARY

As a result of this study, five major findings, the

last with several subparts, have been reached

* Digitization of the DCS will produce the benefits

sought, i.e., increased data handling capability, improved

secure voice capability, and improved signal quality over

longer connections.

* To compensate for the incompatibilities of vari-

ous media in the hybrid mode, careful system engineering

will be required during and after the transition to digital

mode to minimize transitional problems.

* Digitization of the network can be expected to

facilitate management, especially through use of adaptive

network techniques.

* The cost and affordability of a digital network

must be considered at an early stage of system design so as

to insure that the system designed can be afforded.

* Ten major problem areas are expected to be

encountered in conversion from analog to digital mode. They

150
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are as follows:

-- The necessity for hybrid operation over an

extended period.

- - Relative unfamiliarity of operating personnel

with digital techniques. This will demand increased train-

ing and may require a major adjustment in personnel assign-

ment policies to support the system during the hybrid stage,

when technicians who possess both digital and analog skills

will be required.

-- Definition of system performance criteria in

a meaningful form for digital and hybrid networks and for

varying types of source signals.

-- Interfacing with common carriers and other

military networks which operate by using technical standards

that are different from those in the DCS.

-- Resolution of the rates charged by common

carriers for data service, especially for short duration

connected service over lines not dedicated to the DCS.

-- The distribution of government communications

among the many data common carriers will have significant

political and economic impact as the portion of the DCS

using digital transmission expands.

-- Choice of timing system and its interface

with different timing methods.
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-- Accurate and effective system performance

monitoring and quality control.

-- Early determination of system routing and

switching philosophy.

-- System management doctrine and organization,

to include accurate analysis and prediction of traffic

trends by type of traffic and source.

TOPICS FOR FUTURE STUDY

Review and analysis of the data presented have

yielded several areas which this writer believes deserve

further study. In particular, the two topics below do not

appear to have been examined elsewhere.

The Advanced Research Projects Agency Net (ARPA-

NET) of the Department of Defense was seen to have a typical

network transit of 100 msec for a data packet. Comite Con-

suZtatif International T6lgraphique et T9lphonique (CCITT)

standards for round-trip circuit delay state that less than

300 msec total delay is acceptable without reservation on a

voice circuit. There seems to be no theoretical reason

digitized speech cannot be transmitted on a packet-switched

network with acceptable delay. Extremely reliable transmis-

sion should be possible by utilizing adaptive network tech-

niques. The use of concentrators or compressive storage

A
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will compensate "or any additional transit speed that might

be required to attain an acceptable delay figure overall in

a network larger and more complex than ARPANET.

The suitability of packet-switching to adaptive

routing is attractive in military communications networks,

as is the simplicity obtainable with Pierce Loops. The

delay associated with a Pierce Loop is a function of the

circumference of the loop and can become excessive on very

long loops. It appears that Pierce Loops are suitable for

local plant interconnections, to include digitized voice if

suitable control features are provided to control delay and

sequence packets properly. These loops can then be inter-

connected by means of a multinode packet-switching network

to provide rapid, low-cost trunking with the capability of

adaptive routing. A conceptual diagram of such a network is

shown in Figure 17.

The separation of operational direction and imple-

mentation responsibility within the DCS has been a source of

conflict since formation of the system. This writer

believes it is imperative to examine thoroughly the manage-

ment structure of the DCS to determine whether it can be

altered to improve system responsiveness, decrease the

amount of detailed centralized management, and reduce

redundancy throughout the system.
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Redesign of ;nv coniUnic;at ins SVst em is necessarily

dependent upon accurate prediction of service requirements.

It has been shown that current growth estimates within the

DCS vary by factors of three or four, which makes system

planning difficult at best. Development of a system within

the DCS to accurately monitor past and present service

demands and traffic volumes is urgently required so these

data may be compared with future system plans to provide

meaningful engineering goals.

On the principle that "the more communications you

have, the more you want," expansion of the DCS in the past

has often created demands for yet more extensive service.

This will probably continue, especially as services like

secure voice and remote computation are offered, because the

user perceives the DCS as a "free" service. This writer

recommends that serious consideration be given to the rela- /
tive merits of placing the DCS on an industrial funding

basis to minimize uneconomical demands on the system.

The conversion of the DCS to digital form appears to

be an idea whose time has come. It is imperative, however,

that a change of such proportions be carefully planned and

executed, lest the remedy prove worse than the problem it

was created to solve.

... .....
w -
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GLOSSARY

Selected terms used in this paper are defined as

follows. Standard usage is incorporated wherever possible,

but in the event of conflict the definition below takes

precedence in this work.

Analog signal: an electrical signal that varies continu-
ously in time with no discontinuities. Mathematically,
a continuous function of time.

Analog system or Analog communication system: a communica-
tions system which conveys information by the variation
of the magnitude, phase, or frequency of an analog
signal, and which accomplishes the routing of these
information-bearing signals.

ARPANET: Advanced Research Projects Agency Net; a Depart-
ment of Defense computer communications network.

ARQ: Automatic Request for Retransmission; a mode of opera-
tior. of data terminals.

Asynchronous satellite: a satellite in a non-geostationary 4
orbit; i.e., one that moves across the heavens as viewed
from the earth.

ALTODIN: Automatic Digital Network (DCS).

AUTOSEVOCOM: Automatic Secure Voice System (DCS).

WUTOVON: Automatic Voice Network (DCS).

baud: a unit of signalling speed mathematically equal to
the reciprocal of the duration of the shortest signal
element to be transmitted.

bit: a unx of information content.
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bps: bits per second.

CCITT: Comitg Consultatif International T4i'graphique et
T.lZgphonique; the international organization responsible
for development of communications standards.

circuit switching: the interconnection of communications
users by means of tandem electrical connection of
circuits between them in real-time.

compandor: an electronic device which improves signal-to-
noise ratio by compressing the dynamic range of speech
prior to transmission and expanding it back to its
original range before connection to the receiving
subscriber.

DATRAN: Data Transmission Company; a United States common

carrier in the communications field.

db: decibel.

dbm: decibels referred to 1 milliwatt.

DCA: Defense Communications Agency.

DCS: Defense Communications System.

DCS backbone: that portion of the DCS which interconnects
nodes or subscriber entry points; it does not include
subscriber terminal equipment.

delta modulation: an adaptive form of PCM which reduces the
data rate of digitized speech by encoding the difference
between successive voice samples in accordance with a
predetermined characteristic.

digital signal: an electrical signal which can assume only
certain discrete, predefined levels, moving from one
level to another discontinuously in time. (Theoreti-
cally, the transition between levels is instantaneous.)
Mathematically, a multiform function of time.

digital system or Digital Communications System: a communi-
cat..olns system which conveys information by altering the
:.a-:.itude, position, width, or coded relationship
ie < digital signals, and which provides for the

routing of these information-bearing signals. As used
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in t:his paper, o digital system does not involve conver-
sion of the signal to analog form at any point.

9
gllz: gigahertz, 10 hertz (formerly gigcycles/second, also

kilomegacycles/second; both terms now obsolete).

GPO: General Post Office (Great Britain); operator of the
telephone system in that country.

GTE: General Telephone and Electronics; second-largest
telephone common carrier in the United States.

hand-over: as applied to communications satellites, the
procedure of changing from one satellite to another at a
ground station. This consumes time, as the earth sta-
tion antennas must physically be shifted from tracking
the "old" satellite to tracking the "new" satellite.

IC: integrated circuit.

kb/sec: kilobits per second; 103 bits per second.

kHz: kilohertz, 103 hertz (formerly kilocycles/second; now
obsolete).

LSI: Large Scale Integration; the process by which entire
circuit functions and functional groups of circuits are
fabricated on a single integrated circuit chip.

mb/sec: megabits per second; 106 bits per second.

MCI: Microwave Communications, Inc.; a United State
communications common carrier.

.essage switching: the transfer of information between
users by sequential routing of messages between nodes
until they are transferred from originator to recipient;
not a real-time system.

mh iz: megahertz, 106 hertz (formerly megacycles/second; now
obsolete).

msec: millisecond(s); 1/1000 of a second.

.NRZ: non-return to zero; describes a digital code which can
can ne states without passing first through the zero

"tmow
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packet switching: a means of data traffic routing; fully
described in Chapter V.

PAR: pulse-to-average ratio; a method of determining the
quality of a communications circuit.

Pierce Loop: a type of data network; fully described in
chapter V.

PTT: Postes, T6lphones, et Tglgraphes, the French phrase
describing the national communications authorities in
most of the world except the United States and Canada.

RF: radio frequency; those frequencies from approximately
100 kHz to the near infrared.

Synchronous satellite: a satellite in a geostationary
orbit; i.e., one that does not appear to move as viewed
from carth.

VF: voice frequency (approximately 200 to 3400 Hz).

psec: microsecond(s); 1/1,000,000 of a second.
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